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Topic 12

Representing and 
interpreting data
12.1 Overview
Why learn this?
Every day we are bombarded with statistics in the media. The statistics 
are often presented as diagrams — graphs, pie charts, bar charts — 
rather than as tables or lists. This topic shows you how to make sense 
of such statistical data and graphs.

What do you know? 
1 THinK List what you know about data. Use a thinking 

tool such as a concept map to show your list.
2 pAir Share what you know with a partner and then with a small group.
3 SHArE As a class, create a thinking tool such as a large 

concept map that shows your class’s knowledge 
of data.

Learning sequence
12.1 Overview
12.2 Samples and populations
12.3 Primary and secondary data
12.4 Organising and displaying data
12.5 Measures of centre
12.6 Measures of spread
12.7 Analysing data
12.8 Review ONLINE ONLY
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12.2 Samples and populations
Collecting data
 • Information or data is constantly being collected.
 • Different organisations collect different types of 

data. For example, at a cricket match, some of the 
statistics gathered for a batsman are: time spent 
batting, the number of balls faced, the runs off 
a particular delivery, where the ball was hit, the 
number of 4s or 6s hit, and so on.

 • Once the data are collected, they can be organised, 
analysed and interpreted.

 • A survey is the process of collecting data. If every 
member of a target population is surveyed, the 
process is called a census.

 • A census is conducted in Australia every 5 years 
to obtain an accurate profi le of Australians. On 
census night each person in Australia is required 
to complete a detailed booklet containing a 
series of questions relating to age, marital status, 
employment, income, housing, education, modes 
of transport and so on. This allows the government 
to analyse the population and make decisions on how to improve services.

 • Due to limitations in time, cost and practicality, in many cases a sample of the 
population is selected at random (not in any particular order or pattern) to prevent 
biased (leaning in a favoured direction) results.

In each of the following, state if the information was obtained by census or 
survey.
a A school uses a roll to count the number of students absent each day.
b  The television ratings, in which 2000 families complete a questionnaire on the 

programs they watch over a one-week period.
c  A battery manufacturer tests every hundredth battery off the production line.
d A teacher records the examination marks of her class.

THinK WriTE

a Every student is counted at roll call each morning. a Census

b Not every family is asked to complete a ratings 
questionnaire.

b Survey

c Not every battery is tested. c Survey

d The marks of every student are recorded. d Census

 • Data can be collected using a variety of techniques. Three common methods are:
 – observation
 – survey
 – experiment.

doc-7013doc-7013doc-7013
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Surveys
 • Collecting data by survey is the form most frequently used. The survey is administered 

with the aid of a questionnaire. The success of obtaining meaningful and relevant data 
from a questionnaire depends largely on the care taken in designing the questions. 
Methods used to collect data include:
 – personal interviews, where the interviewer usually asks prepared questions, then 
records the replies from the respondent

 – telephone interviews, where the interview is conducted over the telephone
 – self-administered questionnaires, which are usually mailed to individuals who complete 
the questionnaire, then return it in a pre-paid envelope, or hold it for collection.

Questionnaires
 • When a questionnaire is designed, we must keep in mind that the collected data should 

be in a form that is easy to analyse. Questions can be open or closed.
 • Open questions are those where the respondent has no guided boundaries within which 

to answer. Questions that belong to this class include:
‘Who is your favourite singer?’
‘What is your favourite food?’
The main problem with open questions is that their answers are often diffi cult to classify 
and analyse.

 • Closed questions are of the type where the respondent must answer within a category. 
The question about food above could be rewritten as:
‘Which one of the following foods do you prefer most?’
 – Meat
 – Seafood
 – Poultry
 – Vegetables
 – Fruit

These types of answers are easier to analyse than answers to open questions. It must be 
noted that options such as:
 – None of the above or
 – Don’t know

should be avoided, if possible, as they provide the respondent with a ‘way out’.

Ten students were asked the open question:
‘What do you dislike about your school uniform?’
These were their responses.
 1. It’s too old-fashioned.
 2. It costs too much.
 3. It’s just yucky.
 4. It’s a dreadful colour.
 5. The girls aren’t allowed to wear slacks.
 6. The colour is drab.
 7. The skirt is too long.
 8.  It would be better to have it all one colour rather than three different colours.
 9. The shoes are too uncomfortable.
10.  We should be allowed to wear leggings in winter.
Classify the responses into categories to identify the two main reasons given.

WorKEd EXAmplE 2WorKEd EXAmplE 2WorKEd EXAmplE 2
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THinK WriTE

1 Since two main reasons have to be 
identifi ed, look for, say, 3 categories 
which could be used to classify the 
data.

Two main categories are apparent:
1 Style
2 Colour
A third category is not apparent.

2 Classify the responses. Style
Responses 1, 5, 7, 9, 10
Colour
Responses 4, 6, 8
Responses 2 and 3 can be in a miscellaneous category.

3 Identify the main reasons. The main reasons students dislike the uniform are its style 
and colour.

It can be seen from this worked example that it is probably worth taking the time to write 
closed questions for a questionnaire, as this reduces the incidence of answers that are 
diffi cult to classify.

Planning a questionnaire
 • To prepare good questions you should keep the following points in mind.

1. The questions should fl ow smoothly from one to the next.
2.  Introductory remarks should be included, outlining the aim and purpose of 

the questionnaire, along with any necessary instructions.
3. Jargon, slang and abbreviations should be avoided.
4. Do not ask questions that are vague or ambiguous.
5. Avoid bias and emotional language.
6. Avoid double-barrel questions.
7. Do not ask leading questions (those that lead to an expected response).
8. Make sure your questions are capable of being answered by your respondents.
9. Avoid questions with double negatives.

10. At the conclusion, thank the respondent for answering.

Identify the areas of concern with the 
following questions, then rewrite each 
so that the meaning is clear, unbiased 
and understandable.
a  Don’t you agree that the school 

uniform should be changed?
b  Didn’t you know that students 

are not allowed to go to the school 
canteen at morning tea?

c  Those poor, distraught animals in 
the zoo should be running wild and 
not restricted in cages. Don’t you agree?

d How old are you?

WorKEd EXAmplE 3WorKEd EXAmplE 3WorKEd EXAmplE 3
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THinK WriTE

a This is a leading question — leading the 
respondent to agree.

a This is a leading question.
Are you in favour of a change in the school uniform?

b This question has two negative 
parts causing confusion for the 
respondent.

b This is a double negative question.
Are you aware of the rule banning students from the school 
canteen at morning tea?

c This question plays on the emotions of 
the respondent.

c This question raises an emotional issue.
What’s your opinion about keeping animals in cages at 
zoos?

d People (particularly older people) often 
don’t like disclosing personal details.

d This is a personal question.
To which age group do you belong?
•  Less than 10 years
•  10–20 years
•  21–50 years
•  Over 50 years of age

Selecting samples
 • When a sample is selected from a population, care must be taken to ensure that the 

composition of the sample is as close as possible to that of the population.
 • One of the simplest ways to select a reliable sample is by using a random sampling 

technique.
 • A way in which this can be achieved is by numbering each individual item (element) 

of the population, then randomly selecting items for the sample by using random digit 
tables, the random function on a calculator or (without looking) drawing numbers from a 
container.

As part of their quality control program, staff members at Perplexing Puzzles select 5 puzzles from 
a batch of 50 coming off a production line, for testing. Use the following table of random numbers to 
select the 5 puzzles to be tested.

94, 01, 54, 68, 74 32, 44, 44, 82, 77 59, 82, 09, 61, 63 64, 65, 42, 58, 43
71, 10, 88, 82, 22 88, 57, 07, 40, 15 25, 70, 49, 10, 35 01, 75, 51, 47, 50
62, 88, 08, 78, 73 95, 16, 05, 92, 21 22, 30, 49, 03, 14 75, 87, 71, 73, 34
11, 74, 81, 21, 02 80, 58, 01, 18, 67 18, 71, 05, 96, 21 06, 55, 40, 78, 50
17, 94, 40, 56, 00 60, 47, 80, 33, 43 25, 85, 02, 89, 05 57, 21, 63, 96, 18

THinK WriTE

1 Assign each puzzle on the production line 
a number, according to its order, ranging 
from 1 to 50.
Note: 01 will represent the fi rst puzzle on 
the production line.

01 — First puzzle on the production line.
02 — Second puzzle on the production line.
03 — Third puzzle on the production line.
.  .  .
.  .  .
50 — Fiftieth puzzle on the production line.

WorKEd EXAmplE 4WorKEd EXAmplE 4WorKEd EXAmplE 4
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2 Randomly select a starting point and move 
in a systematic order, jotting down 5 pairs 
of digits that range from 01 to 50.
Note: Reject any values that equal 00 or 
are greater than 50. Reject any repeated 
values.

Starting position: fourth row, fi rst block, fourth pair 
of digits; that is, 21.
21 accept
02 accept
80 reject since value is greater than 50
58 reject since value is greater than 50
01 accept
18 accept
67 reject since value is greater than 50
18 reject since value is repeated
71 reject since value is greater than 50
05 accept

3 List the puzzles whose numbers 
correspond to those selected in step 2 and 
interpret the results.

The puzzles numbered 21, 02, 01, 18 and 05 will be 
selected for testing.

Biased samples
 • If a sample is not representative of the population, it is said to be biased.
 • To avoid bias, the size of the sample should be about population size.

 •

Comment on the selection of the sample in the following cases.
a  Members of the men’s basketball team were interviewed regarding the height of the mirrors in the 

gym changing room.
b  Spectators at a music concert were interviewed regarding the sporting facilities in the town.
c  Of the 100 people in the bush walking group, 5 were interviewed regarding increasing the club’s fees.

THinK WriTE

a Are those in the men’s basketball team of 
typical height compared with those who use 
the gym?

a Those in the men’s basketball team would be taller 
than most of the people who use the gym change 
room. They would prefer the mirrors to be higher. 
This is a biased sample.

b Those at a music concert probably would not 
use the sporting facilities very frequently.

b This is a biased sample as it does not include those who 
would make greatest use of the sporting facilities.

c This sample is too small. c This sample of 5 from the group of 100 is too small to 
represent the views of the whole group.

Exercise 12.2 Samples and populations 
individUAl pATHWAyS

⬛ prAcTiSE
Questions:
1–10, 14, 16 

⬛ conSolidATE
Questions:
1–9, 11, 12, 15

⬛ mASTEr
Questions:
1–17

⬛ ⬛ ⬛ Individual pathway interactivity int-4451 
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FlUEncy

1 Copy and complete the following.
When we obtain data from the whole population, we conduct a ___________; however, 
a survey obtains data from a _____________ of the population.

2 A school conducts an election for a new school captain. Every teacher and student in the 
school casts a vote. Is this an example of a census or a survey? Explain your answer.

3 A questionnaire is conducted by the school council to see what library facilities the 
community needs. If 500 people who live in the community participate, is this an 
example of a census or a survey?

4  WE1  For each of the following, state whether a census or a survey has been used.
a Fifty people at a shopping centre are asked to nominate the supermarket where they 

do most of their grocery shopping.
b To fi nd the most popular new car on the road, 300 new-car buyers are asked what 

make and model they purchased.
c To fi nd the most popular new car on the road, the make and model of every new car 

registered are recorded.
d To test the life of a light bulb, every 100th bulb is tested.

5 For each of the following, recommend whether you would use a census or a survey to fi nd:
a the most popular TV program on Sunday night at 8.30 pm
b the number of 4-wheel-drive cars sold in a year
c the number of cars travelling on a toll road each day
d the percentage of defective SIM cards produced by a mobile phone manufacturing 

company.
6 Explain what you understand by the terms ‘open’ and ‘closed’ questions. Give an 

example of an open question, then rewrite your question in a closed format.
7  WE2  Ten students were asked their opinions about the cause of congestion at the 

school’s front gate. Analyse their responses below, suggest categories into which they 
could be classifi ed and identify the most commonly stated reasons for the congestion.
1. The cars shouldn’t come up the front driveway.
2. The front entrance is too small.
3. There should be another entrance.
4. The buses are the problem.
5. Bike riders should have a separate entrance.
6. Parents don’t care where they park.
7. Kids just sit around there talking.
8. The buses all arrive at the same time.
9. The road is not wide enough.

10. There should be a traffi c control offi cer there to direct the traffi c.
8 Fifteen students were asked to identify the one thing in their Maths class that they 

particularly didn’t like. Classify the responses below into appropriate categories, then 
identify the main reasons.
1. It’s too hard.
2. There’s too much homework.
3. I can’t understand the teacher.
4. It’s boring.

doc-2167doc-2167doc-2167
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5. The boys are too distracting.
6. The teacher favours the boys.
7. It’s too much work.
8. I can’t concentrate for that length of time.
9. We do something new every lesson.

10. The teacher expects too much.
11. I don’t like working in groups.
12. Our teacher is too strict.
13. Our class is too big.
14. The work is not interesting.
15. I don’t like doing presentations to the class.

9  WE3  Identify the areas of concern with the following questions, then rewrite each so 
that the meaning is clear, unbiased and understandable.
a How much money do you earn?
b Do you exercise regularly?
c Which venue do you prefer — the SCG, the MCG, the Gabba or the WACA?
d Do you support the Premier’s policy on wildlife preservation?
e How tall are you in feet and inches?
f Did you buy your sneakers for comfort and quality?

UndErSTAndinG

10  An opinion poll is conducted to try to predict the outcome of an election. People are 
asked to ring one number if they would vote for the current political party, and a different 
number if they favour the opposition. Comment on this method of collecting data.

 11 Rewrite the following open questions in closed format.
a How much pocket money do you get each week?
b How do you travel to school?
c What type of destination do you prefer for a holiday?

rEASoninG

 12  WE5  Comment on the selection of the sample in the following cases.
a The choir members were interviewed regarding the opening hours of the school 

swimming pool.
b Spectators at a football match were interviewed 

after the match to get their views on the Prime 
Minister’s new health package.

c Visitors arriving at the Sydney international airport 
were interviewed regarding the transport system 
from there into the city.

d Twenty spectators at the Australian Tennis Open 
championships were interviewed regarding an 
appropriate time of the year to hold the event.

 13 Use technology to select at random the following samples:
a 6 shoppers from 75 in a store
b 4 babies from 30 born on a particular day
c 6 products from 100 coming off a production line.
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problEm SolvinG

 14 WE4  As part of their quality control program, staff members at Perplexing 
Puzzles select 5 puzzles from a batch of 50 coming off a production line, for testing. 
Use the following table of random numbers to select the 5 puzzles to be tested.
94, 01, 54, 68, 74  32, 44, 44, 82, 77  59, 82, 09, 61, 63  64, 65, 42, 58, 43
71, 10, 88, 82, 22  88, 57, 07, 40, 15  25, 70, 49, 10, 35  01, 75, 51, 47, 50
62, 88, 08, 78, 73  95, 16, 05, 92, 21  22, 30, 49, 03, 14  75, 87, 71, 73, 34
11, 74, 81, 21, 02  80, 58, 01, 18, 67  18, 71, 05, 96, 21  06, 55, 40, 78, 50
17, 94, 40, 56, 00  60, 47, 80, 33, 43  25, 85, 02, 89, 05  57, 21, 63, 96, 18

 15 Use the table of random numbers given in question 14 to select at random the following 
samples:
a 3 people from a population of 99 (work horizontally from top left)
b 4 students from a class of 60 (work horizontally from the bottom row of the second 

block)
c 3 raffl e tickets from a book of 50 (diagonally in the third block, starting at bottom left).

 16  MC  Using the table of random numbers from question 14, the sample ‘5 students from 
a group of 50’ (working horizontally and beginning from the fi rst pair of digits in row 
2, block 3) would correspond to:
A 25, 70, 49, 10, 35 b 95, 16, 05, 92, 21 c 16, 05, 21, 22, 30
d 25, 49, 10, 35, 01 E 09, 42, 43, 10, 22

 17 Describe how you could use a standard pack of cards to select a random sample from a 
small population.
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12.3 Primary and secondary data
Primary data
 • Primary data are data that you have collected yourself.
 • This means that you have ownership of the data, and no one else has access to the data 

until it is released or published.
 • A variety of methods of collecting primary data is available. These include observation, 

measurement, survey, experiment or simulation.

Observation
 • This involves recording the behavioural patterns of people, objects and events in a 

systematic manner.
 • The data can be collected as a disguised observation (respondents are unaware they are 

being observed) or undisguised observation (the respondent is aware). CCT cameras 
are an example of people knowing that their movements are being recorded, but are not 
always aware of where the recording takes place.

 • Observations can be in a natural environment (for example, in a food hall), or a contrived 
environment (a food-tasting session for a food company).

 • Mechanical devices (video cameras, closed circuit television, counting devices across a 
road) can also be used.

Measurement
 • Measurement involves using some measuring device to collect data.
 • This generally involves conducting an experiment of some type.

 – The height of everyone in your class can be measured.
 – The mass of all newborn babies can be collected.
 – A pedometer measures the number of paces the wearer takes.

Surveys
 • Surveys involve designing a questionnaire to interview people. Often the questionnaire 

requires many rewrites to obtain one which is clear and unbiased.
 • The interview can be in person — face to face or by telephone. The advantage of this 

method is that you are able to see the reactions of those you are interviewing, and 
explain particular questions, if necessary.

 • Most frequently these days, email is used; however, there are advantages and 
disadvantages to using this type of survey.

 • Advantages
 – Can cover a large number of people or organisations
 – A wide geographic coverage is possible
 – It avoids embarrassment on the part of the respondent
 – There is no interviewer bias
 – The respondent has time to consider responses
 – It’s relatively cheap

 • Disadvantages
 – The questions have to be relatively simple
 – The response rate is often quite low (inducements are often given as an incentive to 
return)

 – The reliability of the answers is questionable
 – No control over who actually completes the questionnaire
 – Problems with incomplete questionnaires
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Experiment
 • Generally, when conducting an experiment the data collected are quantitative.
 • Particular care should be taken to ensure that the experiment is conducted in a manner 

that would produce similar results if repeated.
 • Care must be taken with the recording of results.
 • The results must be in a form that can readily be analysed.
 • All results need to be recorded, including the weird or unexpected outcomes.

Simulation
 • Experiments such as rolling a die, tossing a coin or drawing a card from a deck may be 

conducted to model some real-life situation.
 • Simulations occur in areas such as business, engineering, medical and scientifi c research.
 • They are often used to imitate real-life situations, which may be dangerous, impractical 

or too expensive to explore by other means.

It is widely believed that there is equal chance of having a boy or girl with each birth. Genetics and 
the history of births in a family sometimes have a great infl uence on the sex of the child as well. Ignore 
those factors in this question.
a  Design an experiment to simulate the chance of giving birth to a boy or a girl.
b  Describe how your experiment could be conducted to determine the number of children a couple 

should have, on average, to ensure they have offspring of both sexes.

THinK WriTE

a Use a device that can simulate two 
outcomes which are equally likely.
This could be a random number 
generator to generate two integers, 
say a 0 (representing a boy) and 1 
(representing a girl).
A fair coin could be tossed, such that, 
a Head represents a boy, and a Tail 
represents a girl.

a A fair coin will be tossed with a Head representing a boy 
(B), and a Tail representing a girl (G).

b 1 Describe how the experiment 
will be conducted.

b The experiment will be conducted 50 times, and a record 
kept of each experiment.
For each experiment, the coin will be tossed until both sexes 
result. This may mean that there could be 7 trials in an 
experiment (GGGGGGB) before both sexes are represented.

2 Display the table of results. The table below shows the results of the 50 experiments.

Exp.
no. Results

No. of 
trials

Exp. 
no. Results

No. of 
trials

1 BG 2 26 GGGB 4
2 GGB 3 27 GGGGB 5
3 BG 2 28 GGGB 4
4 GGGGB 5 29 BG 2
5 BBBBBBG 7 30 BBBG 4

WorKEd EXAmplE 6WorKEd EXAmplE 6WorKEd EXAmplE 6
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Exp.
no. Results

No. of 
trials

Exp. 
no. Results

No. of 
trials

6 GGGB 4 31 BG 2
7 BBG 3 32 GB 2
8 BBG 3 33 GGGB 4
9 BBBBG 5 34 BG 2

10 GB 2 35 GGGGGGB 7
11 BG 2 36 BBBBBBG 7
12 GGGB 4 37 GB 2
13 BBG 3 38 BG 2
14 BBG 3 39 GGB 3
15 GB 2 40 GGGGB 5
16 BG 2 41 BBG 3
17 GGB 3 42 BBBBBG 6
18 GB 2 43 GGB 3
19 GGB 3 44 GGB 3
20 BBBG 4 45 BBBG 4
21 BG 2 46 BBG 3
22 GB 2 47 GGGGGGB 7
23 GGGGB 5 48 BG 2
24 BG 2 49 BBG 3
25 GGGGB 5 50 GGGGB 6

Total 175

This table shows that 175 trials were undertaken in 
50 experiments where each experiment resulted in both sexes.

3 Determine the average number 
of children required to produce 
offspring of both sexes.

Average number of children = 175
50

= 3.5

4 Write a conclusion. The average number of children a couple should have to 
reach the goal of having both sexes is 4.

 • Before collecting any primary data, it must be clear what data are to be collected.
 • A decision must be made as to the method of collection.
 • The advantages and disadvantages of the collection method must be acknowledged.
 • The reason for the data collection should be clear from the outset.

You have been asked to obtain primary data to determine the methods of transport used to travel 
to school by the students at your school. The data collected are to provide support for the Student 
Council’s proposal for a school bus.
a What data should be collected?
b Outline possible methods which could be used to collect this data.
c  Decide which method you consider to be the best option, and discuss its advantages and 

disadvantages.

WorKEd EXAmplE 7WorKEd EXAmplE 7WorKEd EXAmplE 7
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THinK WriTE

a Outline the various forms of 
transport available to the students.

a The modes of transport available to students at the school are:
car, bus, train, bicycle and walking

b Consider all the alternatives for 
collecting the data.

b Several methods could be used to collect the data.
•   Could stand at the school gate one morning and ask 

students as they arrive.
•  A questionnaire could be designed.
•   Students could be asked to write their mode of transport on a 

piece of paper and place in a collection tin.

c 1 Decide on the best option. c The first option of standing at the school gate is very time-
consuming, and students could arrive at the back gate.
The third option does not seem reliable, as some students may 
not comply, and other students may place multiple pieces of 
paper in the collection tin.
The second option seems the best of the three.

2 Discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages.

The advantages of a questionnaire include:
•  There is a permanent record on paper.
•   It is not time-consuming to distribute or collect.
•   Students can complete it at their leisure.
Disadvantages include:
•  Students may not return it.
•   Expense involved in producing copies.

Note: This example does not represent the views of all those collecting such data. It merely 
serves to challenge students to explore and discuss available options.

 • Sometimes the primary data required are not obvious at the outset of the investigation.
 • For example, you are asked to investigate the claim:

Most students do not eat a proper breakfast before school.
What questions would you ask to prove or refute this claim?

Secondary data
 • Secondary data are data that have already been collected by someone else.
 • The data can come from a variety of sources:

 – Paper — books, journals, magazines, company reports
 – Electronic — online databases, internet, broadcasts, DVDs
 – Government sources — ABS provides a wealth of statistical data
 – General business sources — academic institutions, stockbroking firms, sporting clubs
 – Media — newspapers, TV reports.

 • Secondary data sources often provide data which would not be possible for an individual 
to collect.

 • The data can be qualitative or quantitative.
 • The accuracy and reliability of the data sometimes needs to be questioned, depending on 

its source.
 • The age of the data should always be considered.
 • Often the data which surrounds us passes by unnoticed.
 • It is important to learn the skills to be able to critically analyse secondary data.
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Bigbite advertise the energy and fat content of some 
of their rollaways on their placemats.
a What information can you gain from this data?
b  Bigbite advertise that they have a range of 

rollaways with less than 6 grams of fat. Comment 
on this claim.

c  This could be the starting point of a statistical 
investigation. How could you proceed from 
here?

d  Investigations are not conducted simply for the 
sake of investigating. Suggest some aims for 
investigating further.

THinK WriTE

a Look at the data on the placemat to gain 
as much information as possible.

a The placemat reveals the following information:
•   A higher energy content of a rollaway does not 

necessarily mean that its fat content is higher.
•   As the fat content of a rollaway increases, generally the 

saturated fat content also increases.
•   The addition of some types of protein (ham, turkey, beef, 

chicken) increases the energy content of the rollaway.
•   These data are only for those rollaways on white or 

wholemeal bread with salads and meat.
•   The addition of condiments (sauces) or cheese will alter 

these fi gures.
•   A fruit slice has much less energy and fat than a 

rollaway.

b Examine the data to discover if there 
is evidence to support the claim. Make 
further comment.

b All the rollaways displayed have less than 6 grams of fat, 
so Bigbite’s claim is true.
It must be remembered that the addition of cheese and 
sauce to these rollaways would increase their fat content. 
Also, if the rollaway was on any bread other than white or 
wholemeal, the fat content could go beyond 6 grams.

c What would be the next step in the 
investigation?

c The placemat displays a toll-free phone number for further 
information.
Their web site also contains additional detailed 
information.

d What are some interesting facts which 
could be revealed through a deeper 
investigation?

d Suggested aims for investigating further could be:
•   How much extra fat is added to a rollaway by the 

addition of cheese and/or sauce?
•   What difference does a different type of bread make to 

the fat content of the rollaway?
•  Which rollaway contains the highest fat content?
•  What is the sugar content of the rollaways?

WorKEd EXAmplE 8WorKEd EXAmplE 8WorKEd EXAmplE 8

1110

<1

4.0 1.0

Energy (kJ) Fat (g) Sat. fat (g)

Roasted vegetable 900 3.0 1.0

TURKEY
1100 6.0 1.4

BBQ BEEF
1140 4.8 1.7

Bigbite ribbon
1150 5.0 1.5

TURKEY AND HAM

Fresh as Dessert

1130 4.8 1.3

BBQ CHICKEN
1250 4.5 1.5

CHICKEN Tandoori
1460 4.7 1.2

HAM

Bigbite fresh as rollaways

Bigbite rollaways

Fruit Slices 200 <1

Regular rollaways include white and/or wholemeal bread,
salads and meat.

Nutritional value is changed by adding cheese or sauces.
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Exercise 12.3 Primary and secondary data 
individUAl pATHWAyS

⬛ prAcTiSE
Questions:
1–4, 6, 8, 13

⬛ conSolidATE
Questions:
1–5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13

⬛ mASTEr
Questions:
1a, d, g, 2, 3, 4–14

⬛ ⬛ ⬛ Individual pathway interactivity int-4452 

FlUEncy

1 WE6  Devise an experiment to simulate each of the following situations and specify the 
device used to represent the outcomes.
a A true/false test in which answers are randomly distributed.
b A casino game with outcomes grouped in colours of either red or black.
c Breakfast cereal boxes containing 4 different types of plastic toys.
d In a group of six people, one person is to be chosen as the leader.
e A choice of three main meals on a restaurant’s menu, all of which are equally 

popular.
f Five possible holiday destinations offered by a travel agent; such that all destinations 

are equally available and equally priced.
g Five types of takeaway fast foods available in one area, where one pizza is twice as 

popular as each of the others types of takeaway food (the other 4 are equally popular).

2 WE7  You have been asked to obtain primary data from students at your school to 
determine internet access students have at home. The data collected are to provide 
support for opening the computer room for student use at night.
a What data should be collected?
b Outline possible methods which could be used to collect this data.
c Decide which method you consider to be the best option, and discuss its advantages 

and disadvantages.

3 WE8  This label shows the nutritional information of Brand X rolled oats.

Energy

* % DI = Percentage daily intake

486kJ 6%

Per Serving 30g %Dl* Per Serving

1620kJ
Protein 4.3g 9% 14.3g
Fat - Total 2.8g 4% 9.3g
 - Saturated 0.5g 2% 1.7g
 - Trans Less than 0.1g - Less than 0.1g
 - Polyunsaturated 1.0g - 3.2g
 - Monounsaturated 1.3g - 4.4g
Carbohydrate 16.8g 5% 56.0
 - Sugars 0.9g 1% 3.0g
Dietary Fibre 3.1g 10% 10.4g
Sodium 0.7mg 0.1% 2mg

Per 100g

Servings Per Package: 25 Serving Size 30g
Nutrition Information

a What information can you gain from this data?
b This could be the starting point of a statistical investigation. How could you proceed 

from here?

c Suggest some aims for investigating further.

rEFlEcTionrEFlEcTionrEFlEcTion
When using secondary data from When using secondary data from When using secondary data from 
other countries, what different other countries, what different other countries, what different 
unit classi� cations could you unit classi� cations could you unit classi� cations could you 
encounter?encounter?encounter?
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4 a Provide a list of methods you could use to collect primary data.

b Describe which method you would use to collect the following primary data.

 i Heights of trees along the footpaths of a tree-lined street

 ii Number of buses that transport students to your school in the morning

iii Sunrise times during summer

iv Student opinion regarding length of lessons

UndErSTAndinG
For questions 5 and 6, design an experiment to simulate the situation, 
carry out the experiment and give the results of the experiment.

5 A mouse in a maze can make left or right turns at each junction. 
Assuming each turn is equally likely, how many junctions on 
average must the mouse go through before each type of turn 
will have been made?

6 A restaurant menu features 4 desserts which are assumed to be 
equally popular. How many dessert orders must be filled (on 
average) before the owner can be sure all types will have been ordered?

7 This label shows the nutritional information of Brand Y rolled oats.

Compare the nutritional information with that on the Brand X label in question 3.
8 Comment on this claim.

We did a survey on 100 people regarding eating chocolate.
60 of these people said they regularly ate chocolate.

We then measured the heights of all 100 people.
**** The result ****

Eating chocolate makes you taller!!

Avg. quantity
per serving 30g

Avg. quantity
per 100g

Energy

Oats (100%)

480kJ (115Cal) 1600kJ (383Cal)
Protein 3.2g 10.5g
Fat, total 2.4g 8.0g
 - saturated LESS THAN 1g 1.5g
Carbohydrate 18.3g 61.0g
 - sugars 0.0g 0.0g
Dietary Fibre, total 3.3g 10.0g
Sodium LESS THAN 5mg LESS THAN 5mg

Servings per package: 30
Serving size: 30g

Ingredients

Nutrition information

Store in a cool, dry place.

Storage

THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS
GLUTEN.

Attention
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 9 Russel operates a computer software sales outlet. He keeps a log of all complaints from 
customers. Suggest how he could organise his log.

 10 The following claim has been made regarding secondary data.
There’s a lot more secondary data than primary data, it’s a lot cheaper and it’s easier 
to acquire.
Comment on this statement.

rEASoninG

 11 The local Bed Barn was having a sale on selected beds by Sealy and Sleepmaker. Four 
of the beds on sale were:
Sealy Posturepremier on sale for $1499 a saving of $1000
Sealy Posturepedic on sale for $2299 a saving of $1600
Sleepmaker Casablanca on sale for $1199 a saving of $800
Sleepmaker Umbria on sale for $2499 a saving of $1800
The store claimed that all these beds had been discounted by at least 40%. Comment 
on whether this statement is true, supporting your comments with sound mathematical 
reasoning.

 12 Hamish is planning on running a stall as a fund-raiser selling ice-cream. There are 
1000 students in his school ranging from Year 7 to Year 12. There are 5 Year 8 classes 
each of 25 students, boys and girls. 
 Hamish intends to ask a group of 10 students chosen at random from each of these 
5 classes to select their favourite three ice-cream flavours. Hamish is confident that 
this random sampling method encompassing a total of 50 students should give him an 
accurate picture of the ice-cream preferences for the school. Is Hamish correct or is he 
facing a financial disaster?

problEm SolvinG

 13 Addison, a prospective home buyer, wishes to get up to date with the cost of a 
mortgage from financial institutions. She realises that there are a lot of lenders in the 
market place. Explain how she would collect the necessary information in the form of:
a primary data
b secondary data.

 14 Kirsty, chief marketing manager of FARMCO Cheeses, has decided to run a major TV 
advertising campaign.
a How should she choose a TV channel and time slot to run her advertisements on?
b How should she decide which demographic/age groups to target?
c Does the answer to b have any bearing on the answer to a?
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12.4 Organising and displaying data
Examining data
 • Once collected, the data must be organised.
 • When this has been done, any anomalies in the data will be highlighted.
 • Before we rush into doing calculations, we must consider how to treat any anomalies. 

These could have occurred because of:
 – recording errors
 – unusual responses.

 • Sometimes a decision is made just to disregard these anomalies, which are regarded as 
outliers.

 • Outliers can greatly affect the results of calculations, as we shall see later.

Frequency tables
 • Organising the raw data into a frequency table is the fi rst step in allowing us to see trends 

in the data.

In a suburb of 350 houses, a sample of 20 households was surveyed to fi nd the number of children in 
them. The data were collected and recorded as follows:
0, 2, 3, 2, 1, 3, 5, 2, 0, 1, 2, 0, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 0.
a Organise the data into a frequency table.
b Comment on the distribution of the data.
c What could you say about the number of children per household in the suburb?

THinK WriTE

a Draw up a frequency table and 
complete the entries.

a Children per household Frequency
0 4
1 5
2 7
3 3
4 0
5 1

b Look at how the data are 
distributed.

b The data value of 5 appears to be an outlier. This is probably not a 
recording error, but it is not typical of the number of children per 
household. Most households seem to have 1 or 2 children.

c Does this sample seem to refl ect 
the population characteristics?

c The sample is an appropriate size, and would probably refl ect 
the characteristics of the population. It would be reasonably 
safe to say that most houses in the suburb contained 1 or 2 
children.

 • Sometimes there is too much data to treat as single entries, and it is necessary to group 
the data into class intervals.

 • The choice for the size of class intervals should lead to between 5 and 10 groups being 
formed.

WorKEd EXAmplE 9WorKEd EXAmplE 9WorKEd EXAmplE 9
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 • Class intervals are set so that each score belongs to one group only.
 • This means that it is not possible to have intervals such as 5–10, 10–20, .  .  ., because an 

entry of 10 would then be in two class intervals.

A sample of 40 people was surveyed about the number of 
hours per week they spent watching TV. The results, rounded 
to the nearest hour, are listed below.
12, 18, 9, 17, 20, 7, 24, 16, 9, 27, 7, 16, 26, 15, 7, 28, 11, 20, 9, 
11, 23, 19, 29, 12, 19, 12, 16, 21, 8, 4, 16, 20, 17, 10, 24, 21, 5, 
13, 29, 26
a  Organise the data into a frequency table using class intervals 

of 5–<10, 10–<15 etc. Show the midpoint of each class interval.
b  Comment on the distribution of the data.

THinK WriTE

a 1 Draw up a frequency table with three 
columns: class interval (hours of TV), 
midpoint and frequency.

a Hours of 
TV Midpoint Frequency

5–<10 7.5 9

10–<15 12.5 7

15–<20 17.5 10

20–<25 22.5 8

25–<30 27.5 6

2 The midpoint is calculated by adding the two 
extremes of the class interval and dividing 
by 2. For example, the midpoint of the fi rst 

class interval is 
5 + 10

2
= 7.5.

3 Systematically go through the list, 
determine how many times each score 
occurs and enter the information into the 
frequency column.

b Look at how the data are distributed. b The TV viewing times are fairly evenly 
distributed, but the most-frequent number 
of hours per week viewing was about 15 to 
20 hours.

Column graphs
 • Once a frequency table has been constructed from the data, it can be displayed in 

graphical form. The most important statistical displays are column graphs. A special type 
of column graph is called a histogram. It has the following characteristics.
1. All columns are of equal width.
2. No gaps are left between columns.
3. Each column ‘straddles’ an x-axis score; that is, the column starts and fi nishes halfway 

between scores.
4. Usually a half-interval is left at the beginning and end of the graph. That is, the fi rst 

score is one unit in from the frequency (y)-axis.

WorKEd EXAmplE 10WorKEd EXAmplE 10WorKEd EXAmplE 10
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Consider the frequency table created in Worked example 9.

Children per household Frequency

0 4

1 5

2 7

3 3

4 0

5 1

a Display the data as a histogram.
b Comment on the shape of the graph.
c Are these comments consistent with those in Worked example 9?

THinK WriTE/drAW

a 1 Rule a set of axes on graph paper. Give the graph a 
title. Label the horizontal axis ‘Number of children 
per household’ and the vertical axis ‘Frequency’.

a

1

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

0
Number of children per household

1 2 3 4 5

Children per household in
20 households

2 Leaving a 1
2
 unit space at the beginning, draw the fi rst 

column so that it starts and fi nishes halfway between 
each household, and reaches a vertical height of 4 
units. Repeat this technique for the other scores.

b Look at how the data are distributed. b The data show that the score of 
‘5 children per household’ seems to 
be an outlier, and that the majority 
of households seem to have 1 or 
2 children.

c Look for any similarities or differences between the 
observations in Worked example 9 and those made here.

c These comments are consistent with 
those made in Worked example 9.

 • When presenting grouped data graphically, we label the horizontal axis (score) with 
either:
 – the class interval, or
 – the midpoint of each class interval.

WorKEd EXAmplE 11WorKEd EXAmplE 11WorKEd EXAmplE 11
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Consider the grouped frequency table created in Worked example 10.
a Display the data as a histogram.
b Comment on the shape of the graph.

Hours of TV Midpoint Frequency

5–<10 7.5 9

10–<15 12.5 7

15–<20 17.5 10

20–<25 22.5 8

25–<30 27.5 6

THinK WriTE/drAW

a 1 Rule a set of axes on graph paper. Give the graph a title. 
Label the horizontal axis ‘Number of hours of television 
watched’ and the vertical axis ‘Frequency’.

a

Number of hours of television
watched

Histogram of hours 
of television watched

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

0

2

4

6

8

10

7.5 12.5 17.5 22.5 27.5

2 Leaving a 1
2
 unit space at the beginning, draw the fi rst 

column so that it starts and fi nishes halfway between class 
intervals, and reaches a vertical height of 9 units. Repeat 
this technique for the other scores.

b Look at how the data are distributed. b The hours of TV watching is fairly 
consistent throughout the week. A 
maximum number of people watch 
about 15 to 20 hours per week.

 • If we join the midpoints of the tops of the columns of a histogram, then extend the ends 
to the x-axis, we form what is called a frequency polygon.

Use the histogram created in Worked example 12 to draw 
a frequency polygon of the data.

WorKEd EXAmplE 12WorKEd EXAmplE 12WorKEd EXAmplE 12

WorKEd EXAmplE 13WorKEd EXAmplE 13WorKEd EXAmplE 13

Number of hours of television
watched

Histogram of hours 
of television watched

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

0

2

4

6

8

10

7.5 12.5 17.5 22.5 27.5
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THinK WriTE/drAW

1 Mark the midpoints of the tops of the columns of the histogram.

Number of hours of television
watched

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

0

2

4

6

8

10

7.5 12.5 17.5 22.5 27.5

Frequency polygon of hours 
of television watched

2 Join the midpoints with straight lines.

3 Close the polygon by drawing lines at each end down to the 
x-axis.

 • The procedure for dealing with a large amount of data, organising it into class intervals, 
then producing a histogram and a frequency polygon can be seen in this next example.

The following data are the results of testing the lives (in hours) of 100 torch batteries.
20, 31, 42, 49, 46, 36, 42, 25, 28, 37, 48, 49, 45, 35, 25, 42, 30, 23, 25, 26,
29, 31, 46, 25, 40, 30, 31, 49, 38, 41, 23, 46, 29, 38, 22, 26, 31, 33, 34, 32,
41, 23, 29, 30, 29, 28, 48, 49, 31, 49, 48, 37, 38, 47, 25, 43, 38, 48, 37, 20,
38, 22, 21, 33, 35, 27, 38, 31, 22, 28, 20, 30, 41, 49, 41, 32, 43, 28, 21, 27,
20, 39, 40, 27, 26, 36, 36, 41, 46, 28, 32, 33, 25, 31, 33, 25, 36, 41, 28, 33
a  Choose a suitable class interval for the given data and present the results in a frequency distribution 

table.
b Draw a histogram of the data.
c Add a polygon to the histogram.
THinK WriTE

a 1 Choose a suitable size for the class interval. a

2 Obtain the range for the given data; that is, 
subtract the smallest value from the largest.

Range = largest value − smallest value
 = 49 − 20
 = 29

3 Divide the results obtained for the range by 5 and 
round to the nearest whole number.
Note: A class interval of 5 hours will result in 6 groups.

Number of class intervals: 29
5

 = 5.8

 = 6
4 Draw a frequency table and list the class intervals in 

the fi rst column, beginning with the smallest value.
Note: The class interval 20–<25 includes hours 
ranging from and including 20 to less than 25.

Life time 
(hours) Tally

Frequency 
(f)

20–<25 |||| |||| || 12
25–<30 |||| |||| |||| 

|||| |||
23

30–<35 |||| |||| |||| 
||||

20

35–<40 |||| |||| 
|||| |

16

40–<45 |||| |||| ||| 13
45–<50 |||| |||| 

|||| |
16

Total 100

5 Systematically go through the data and determine the 
frequency of each class interval.

6 Calculate the total of the frequency column.

WorKEd EXAmplE 14WorKEd EXAmplE 14WorKEd EXAmplE 14
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b 1 Rule and label a set of axes on graph paper. 
Give the graph a title.

b

Lifetime of torch batteries (hours)

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

25

20

15

10

5

0

20
–<

25

25
–<

30

30
–<

35

35
–<

40

40
–<

45

45
–<

50

Battery life
f

x

2 Add scales to the horizontal and vertical axes.
Note: Leave a half interval at the beginning and end of 
the vertical axis.

3 Draw in the fi rst column so that it starts and fi nishes 
halfway between class intervals and reaches a vertical 
height of 12 units.

4 Repeat step 3 for each of the other scores.

c 1

2

3

Mark the midpoints of the tops of the columns 
obtained in the histogram from part b.

Join the midpoints by straight line intervals.

Close the polygon by drawing lines at each end down 
to the class interval (x) axis.

c

Lifetime of torch batteries (hours)

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

25

20

15

10

5

0

20
–<

2517
.5

25
–<

30

30
–<

35

35
–<

40

40
–<

45

45
–<

50

Battery life
f

x

Exercise 12.4 Organising and displaying data 
individUAl pATHWAyS

⬛ prAcTiSE
Questions:
1–7, 9, 12

⬛ conSolidATE
Questions:
1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10–12

⬛ mASTEr
Questions:
1, 2c, 3, 5, 7, 10–13

FlUEncy

1  WE9, 11, 13  In a suburb of roughly 1500 houses, a random sample of 40 households 
were chosen, and surveyed to fi nd the number of children in each of them. The data 
were collected and recorded as follows.

0, 3, 2, 4, 1, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 2, 3, 1, 1, 1,
0, 0, 2, 3, 4, 1, 3, 4, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 0, 2, 4, 5, 1.

a Comment on the sample.
b Organise the data into a frequency table.
c Display the data as a combined histogram and frequency polygon.
d Comment on the distribution of the data and the shape of the graph.
e What could you say about the number of children per household in the suburb?

rEFlEcTion
How does a column graph for 
categorical data differ from a 
histogram for numerical data?

⬛ ⬛ ⬛ Individual pathway interactivity int-4453 

doc-6989doc-6989doc-6989
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2 Consider the following frequency tables.
a  b c 

 
x f

1 4

2 3

3 5

4 0

5 2

6 6

Total

         
x f

150 2

151 6

152 9

153 18

154 11

155 3

Total

   
x f

50 3

52 3

54 2

56 2

58 1

60 5

Total

For each table:
 i draw a combined histogram and frequency polygon to suit the data
ii comment on the shape of the graph.

3 A quality control officer selected 25 boxes of  
CD players at random from a production line.  
She tested every CD player in each box and  
displayed the number of defective CD players in  
each box as follows:
1, 3, 2, 5, 2, 2, 1, 5, 2, 1, 2, 4, 3, 0, 5, 3, 2, 1,  
3, 2, 1, 3, 4, 2, 1.
a Comment on the sample.
b Organise the data into a frequency table.
c Comment on the distribution of the data.
d What could you say about the population of CD players?

4 This table shows the number of hours of sport played  
per week by a group of Year 8 students.

Score (hours of sport 
played) Frequency ( f )

1 3

2 8

3 10

4 12

5 16

6 8

7 7

Total 64

a Draw a histogram and frequency polygon to display the data.
b Comment on the shape of the graph.
c Discuss whether you feel this sample reflects the sporting habits of Year 8 students 

generally.
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5  WE10, 12, 13  A block of houses in a suburb was  
surveyed to find the size of each house (in m2).  
The results are shown in the following table.
a Draw a histogram and frequency polygon to  

display the data.
b Comment on the shape of the graph.
c Discuss whether you feel this sample reflects  

the size of the houses in the suburb.
6 Forty people joined a weight-loss program.  

Their mass (in kg) was recorded at the beginning  
of the program and is shown in this frequency table.

Class interval Frequency

60–<70 2

70–<80 5

80–<90 9

90–<100 12

100–<110 7

110–<120 3

120–<130 2

Total 40

a Draw a histogram and frequency polygon to display the data.
b Comment on the shape of the graph.
c Discuss whether you feel this sample reflects the mass of people in the community.

7  WE14  Forty people in a shopping centre were asked about the number of hours per 
week they spent watching TV. The result of the survey is shown below.

10, 13, 7, 12, 16, 11, 6, 14, 6, 11, 5, 14, 12, 8, 27, 17, 13, 8, 14, 10,
13, 7, 15, 10, 16, 8, 18, 14, 21, 28, 9, 12, 11, 13, 9, 13, 29, 5, 24, 11

a Organise the data into class intervals of 5–<10 hours etc., and draw up a frequency table.
b Draw a histogram and frequency polygon to display the data.
c Comment on the shape of the graph.
d Discuss whether you feel this sample reflects the TV viewing habits of the 

community.

UndErSTAndinG

8 A Year 8 class sat for a 10-question multiple-choice test. These are their results.
2, 6, 5, 9, 8, 7, 3, 6, 9, 4, 8, 8, 6, 7, 6, 4, 7, 8, 7, 8, 6, 7, 8, 5, 3, 9, 2, 6, 5, 8

a Organise the data into a frequency table.
b Display the data as a combined histogram and frequency polygon.
c Comment on the performance of the class in the test.

9 The number of hours of sleep during school week nights for a Year 8 class are recorded 
below.

6, 9, 7, 8, 7, 81
2
, 61

2
, 8, 71

2
, 71

2
, 8, 81

2
, 61

2
, 8, 8, 7, 71

2
, 8, 9, 8

a Organise the data into a frequency table.
b Display the data as a histogram.

Size of house (m2) Frequency

100–<150 13

150–<200 18

200–<250 19

250–<300 17

300–<350 14

350–<400 11

Total 92
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c Comment on the sleeping habits of the Year 8 students.
d Discuss whether you feel these sample results refl ect those of Year 8 students 

generally.

rEASoninG

 10 The amount of pocket money (in dollars) available to a random sample of 13-year-olds 
each week was found to be as shown below.
10, 15, 5, 4, 8, 10, 4, 15, 5, 6, 10, 6, 5, 10, 8, 10, 5, 10, 10, 6
a Organise the data into a frequency table.
b Display the data as a histogram.
c Comment on the shape of the histogram.
d Discuss whether you feel these sample results refl ect those of 13-year-olds 

generally.
 11 Data were collected on the number of times people go to the cinema in a month.

4, 5, 7, 9, 1, 2, 5, 2, 4, 8, 3, 6,

2, 3, 8, 1, 1, 4, 5, 3, 3, 6, 1, 2,

7, 1, 3, 2, 2, 4, 10, 0, 1, 3, 4, 6

a Put the data in a frequency table.
b Draw a histogram to represent the data.
c How many people go to the cinema less than three times a month?
d How many people go to the cinema at least three times a month?
e Is it reasonable to draw conclusions about the whole population based on this 

sample? Give reasons for your answer.

problEm SolvinG

 12 The following data give the results of testing the lives 
(in hours) of 100 torch batteries.
25, 36, 30, 34, 21, 40, 36, 46, 29, 38, 20, 41, 34, 45, 25, 
40, 31, 39, 24, 45, 27, 44, 23, 35, 47, 49, 20, 37, 43, 26, 
35, 28, 48, 30, 20, 36, 41, 26, 32, 42, 21, 31, 45, 42, 26, 
37, 33, 24, 45, 38, 36, 43, 21, 34, 38, 35, 28, 41, 30, 22, 

doc-2183doc-2183doc-2183
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29, 32, 39, 25, 44, 21, 35, 38, 41, 35, 30, 23, 37, 43, 33, 
34, 28, 39, 22, 31, 35, 42, 38, 27, 36, 46, 28, 34, 37, 29, 
24, 30, 39, 44, 31, 24, 36, 28, 47, 21
a Choose a suitable class interval for the given data, and present the results in a 

frequency distribution table.
b Draw a histogram and frequency polygon of the data.
c Comment on the trends shown by the histogram.
d Discuss whether you feel these results refl ect those of the battery population.

 13 A random sample of 30 students in Year 9 undertook a survey to investigate the height 
of Year 9 students. These were their measured heights (in cm).

146, 163, 156, 168, 159, 170, 152, 174, 156, 163, 157, 161, 178, 151, 148,
167, 162, 157, 166, 154, 150, 166, 160, 155, 164, 157, 171, 168, 158, 162

a Organise the data into class intervals 145–<150 cm etc., and draw up a frequency 
distribution table.

b Draw a histogram displaying the data.
c Reorganise the class intervals to be 145–<148 cm etc., and construct a new frequency 

distribution table.
d Draw a new histogram displaying the data in part c.
e Comment on the similarities and differences between the two histograms.

12.5 Measures of centre
 • Simple calculations based on collected data can help give us typical values, or values 

that show how the data cluster.
 • These typical values are commonly referred to as averages.
 • We will look at 3 different types of averages used in interpreting data: mean, median 

and mode.

Mean
 • The mean or average of a set of scores is the sum of all the scores divided by the number 

of scores.
 • It is denoted by the symbol x (pronounced x bar).

Jan’s basketball scores were 18, 24, 20, 22, 14 and 12. What was his mean score? Calculate your 
answer, correct to 1 decimal place.

doc-7005doc-7005doc-7005
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THinK WriTE

1 Calculate the total of the basketball scores. Total score = 18 + 24 + 20 + 22 + 14 + 12
 = 110

2 Count the number of basketball scores. Number of scores = 6

3 Defi ne the rule for the mean. Mean =  total score
number of scores

x = 110
6

= 18.333 33 …
= 18.3

4 Substitute the known values into the rule.

5 Evaluate, rounding to 1 decimal place.
Note: The mean is often not one of the given scores.

 • Sometimes calculations need to be performed from a frequency distribution table.

Calculate the mean of the frequency distribution data given below.

Score (x) 1 2 3 4 5 6
Frequency ( f ) 3 2 4 0 1 5

THinK WriTE

1 Rearrange the rows as columns and include an extra 
column headed:
‘Score × frequency (x × f )’.

Score 
(x)

Frequency 
( f)

Score × 
frequency 

(x × f)
1 3 1 × 3 = 3
2 2 2 × 2 = 4
3 4 3 × 4 = 12
4 0 4 × 0 = 0
5 1 5 × 1 = 5
6 5 6 × 5 = 30

Total 15 54

2 Enter the information into the third column; that is, the 
score of 1 occurred 3 times. Therefore, x × f = 1 × 3 = 3.
The score of 2 occurred 2 times. 
Therefore, x × f = 2 × 2 = 4.
Continue this process for each pair of data.

3 Determine the total of the ‘Frequency’ column. This shows 
how many scores there are altogether.

4 Determine the total of the ‘Score × frequency’ column. 
This shows the overall value of all the scores.

5 Defi ne the rule for the mean.
Mean = total of score ×  frequency values

total frequency values

x = 54
15

=  3.6

6 Substitute the known values into the rule.

 7 Evaluate the answer to 1 decimal place.
Note: The mean is often not one of the given scores.

WorKEd EXAmplE 16WorKEd EXAmplE 16WorKEd EXAmplE 16
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Median
 • The median is the middle score for an odd number of scores and the average of the two 

middle scores for an even number of scores.
 • Alternatively, if a set of data contains n scores, the median is given by the 

n + 1
2

 th score.
 • To obtain the median, the scores must be arranged in numerical order.

Find the median of each of the following sets of scores.
a 10, 8, 11, 5, 17    b 9, 3, 2, 6, 3, 5, 9, 8

THinK WriTE

a 1 Arrange the values in ascending order. a 5, 8, 10 , 11, 17

2 Select the middle value.
Note: There are an odd number of scores, that is, 5. Hence, the 
third value is the middle number or median.

Alternatively, use the rule 
n + 1

2
, where n = 5 gives

the position of the median. The location of the median is 
5 + 1

2
= 3 ; that is, the 3rd score.

3 Answer the question. The median of the scores is 10.

b 1 Arrange the values in ascending order. b 2, 3, 3, 5 , 6 , 8, 9, 9

2 Select the middle values.
Note: There are an even number of scores that is, 8. Hence, the 
fourth and fi fth values are the middle numbers, or median.

Again the rule 
n + 1

2
 could be used to locate the position of 

the median.

3 Obtain the average of the two middle values. Median =  

5 + 6
2

=  
11
2

=  51
2

 or  5.5

4 Answer the question.
Note: The median in this case is not one of the actual scores.

The median of the score is

5 1
2
 or 5.5.

Note: For sets of data containing an odd number of scores, the median will be one of 
the actual scores, while for the sets with an even number of scores, the median will be 
positioned halfway between the two scores.

Mode
 • The mode is the most common score in a set of data.
 • It is the score with the highest frequency. It measures clustering of scores.
 • Some sets of scores have more than one mode or no mode at all. There is no mode when 

all values occur an equal number of times.

WorKEd EXAmplE 17WorKEd EXAmplE 17WorKEd EXAmplE 17WorKEd EXAmplE 17WorKEd EXAmplE 17WorKEd EXAmplE 17WorKEd EXAmplE 17WorKEd EXAmplE 17
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Find the mode of each of the following sets of scores.
a 5, 7, 9, 8, 5, 8, 5, 6   b 10, 8, 11, 5, 17   c 9, 3, 2, 6, 3, 5, 9, 8

THinK WriTE

a 1 Look at the set of data and circle any values that have been 
repeated.

a 5 , 7, 9, 8 , 5 , 8 , 5  , 6

2 Choose the values that have been repeated the most. The number 5 occurs 3 times.

3 Answer the question. The mode for the given set of 
values is 5.

b 1 Look at the set of data and circle any values that have been 
repeated.

b 10, 8, 11, 5, 17
No values have been repeated.

2 Answer the question.
Note: No mode is not the same as having a mode which 
equals 0.

The following set of data has no 
mode, since none of the scores 
correspond to a highest frequency. 
Each of the numbers occur only 
once.

c 1 Look at the set of data and circle any values that have been 
repeated.

c 9 , 3 , 2, 6, 3 , 5, 9 , 8

2 Choose the values that have been repeated the most. The number 3 occurs twice. The 
number 9 occurs twice.

3 Answer the question. The modes for the given set of 
values are 3 and 9.

The data from a survey asking people how often per week they purchased take-away coffee from a 
café are shown below.
 2, 9, 11, 8, 5, 5, 5, 8, 7, 4, 5, 3.
Use the data to calculate each of the following.
a The mean number of coffees purchased per week
b The median number of coffees purchased per week
c The modal number of coffees purchased per week

THinK WriTE

a 1 To calculate the mean, add all the 
values in the data set and divide by 
how many data values there are.
There are 12 values in the data set.

x = sum of all the values
number of values

= 2 + 9 + 11 + 8 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 8 + 7 + 4 + 5 + 3
12

=
72
12

= 6

2 Answer the question. The mean number of coffees purchased per week is 6.

WorKEd EXAmplE 18WorKEd EXAmplE 18WorKEd EXAmplE 18
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b 1 The median is the middle value by 
position. There are 12 values in the data 
set, so the middle position is between 
the 6th and 7th values.

Median position = n + 1
2

= 12 + 1
2

= 13
2

= 6.5

2 Arrange the data set in order from 
lowest to highest.
The 6th value is 5.
The 7th value is 5.

2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 7, 8, 8, 9, 11

Median = 5 + 5
2

= 10
2

= 5

3 Answer the question. The median number of coffees purchased per week is 5.

c The mode is the most common value in the 
data set. The most common value is 5.

The modal number of coffees purchased per week is 5.

The effect of outliers on measures of centre
 • An outlier is a data value that is considerably different from the rest of the values in a 

set of data.
 • The presence of one or more outliers may have a considerable effect on the measures of 

centre of a particular set of data.
Consider a netball team where the team scored the following in 10 games:
17, 23, 31, 19, 50, 29, 16, 23, 30, 32.
Rearrange the scores in order:
16, 17, 19, 23, 23, 29, 30, 31, 32, 50

Mean = 16 + 17 + 19 + 23 + 23 + 29 + 30 + 31 + 32 + 50
10

= 27

Median = 23 + 29
2

= 26

Mode = 23
The following Saturday, the regular goal shooter was ill, and Lauren, who plays in a 
higher division, was asked to play. The team’s score for that game was 200.
When the measures of centre were recalculated for 11 games, the following results were 
obtained:
16, 17, 19, 23, 23, 29, 30, 31, 32, 50, 200

Mean = 16 + 17 + 19 + 23 + 23 + 29 + 30 + 31 + 32 + 50 + 200
11

= 43

Median = 29
Mode = 23
The inclusion of an extreme value or outlier has dramatically increased the mean of the 
data, marginally increased the median and left the mode unchanged.
The important point to learn from this illustration is that when a set of data includes 
extreme values, the mean may not be truly representative of the data.
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Which measure of centre is most useful?
 • Now that we have discussed the three measures of central tendency, it is important to 

know which measure will be most useful in a given situation.
 – The mean is appropriate when no extreme values or outliers distort the picture.
 – The median is appropriate when outliers are present.
 – The mode is appropriate when the most common result is signifi cant.

Summary of measures of centre

Mode Median Mean

The most common value 
or category. It tells us 
nothing about the rest of 
the data. Data may have 
no mode, one mode or 
more than one mode.

The score in the exact 
middle of the values placed 
in numerical order. It tells 
us nothing about other 
values. It is unaffected by 
exceptionally large or small 
values.

Uses all the scores as 
a total, divided by the 
number of scores. It is 
affected by exceptionally 
large or small scores.

Exercise 12.5 Measures of centre 
individUAl pATHWAyS

⬛ prAcTiSE
Questions:
1–15, 17, 20, 23, 27

⬛ conSolidATE
Questions:
1–15, 16, 18, 22, 25, 27, 28, 30

⬛ mASTEr
Questions:
1–15, 19, 21, 24–30

FlUEncy

 1  WE15  Caroline’s basketball scores were 28, 25, 29, 30, 27 and 22. What was her mean 
score? Give the answer correct to 1 decimal place.

 2 Find the mean (average) of each set of the following scores. Give the answers correct 
to 2 decimal places.
a 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9
b 2, 7, 8, 10, 6, 9, 11, 4, 9
c 3, 27, 14, 0, 2, 104, 36, 

19, 77, 81
d 4, 8.4, 6.6, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 6.9

 3 Francesca’s soccer team has 
the following goals record this 
season: 2, 0, 1, 3, 1, 2, 4, 0, 2, 3.
a What total number of goals 

have they scored?
b How many games have they played?
c Find the team’s average score.

 4  MC  Frisco’s athletics coach timed 5 consecutive 200 m training runs. He recorded times 
of 25.1, 23.9, 24.8, 24.5 and 27.3 seconds. His mean 200 m time (in seconds) is:
A 24.60 b 25.20 c 25.12 d 25.42 E 26.12

rEFlEcTion
Why is the mean affected 
more by an outlier than the 
median or the mode?

⬛ ⬛ ⬛ Individual pathway interactivity int-4454 

doc-6991doc-6991doc-6991doc-6991doc-6991doc-6991
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 5 An Olympic figure skater was given these scores by the panel of judges:  
4.8, 4.6, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.2, 4.0, 4.8. 
Find the average score correct to 1 decimal place.

 6 Two Year 8 groups did the same Mathematics test. Their results out of 10 were: 
Group A: 5, 8, 7, 9, 6, 7, 8, 5, 4, 2 
Group B: 5, 6, 4, 5, 9, 7, 8, 8, 9, 7.
Which group had the highest mean?

 7  WE16  Calculate the mean of this frequency distribution, correct to 2 decimal places.

Score (x) 1 2 3 4 5

Frequency (  f  ) 4 3 6 1 0

 8 Calculate the mean of this frequency distribution, correct to 2 decimal places.

Score (x) 6 7 8 9 10

Frequency (  f  ) 2 8 3 6 2

 9 These scores show the number of people in each apartment in a block of flats. Use a 
frequency table to calculate the mean number of people per unit, correct to 1 decimal 
place.
1, 3, 2, 4, 2, 1, 3, 5, 3, 2, 4, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2

 10 The mean of 10 scores is 8. What is the total of all the scores?
 11  WE17a  Find the median of the following scores.

a 5, 5, 7, 12, 13   b 28, 13, 17, 21, 18, 17, 14
 12  WE17b  Find the median of each of the following sets of scores.

a 2, 52, 46, 52, 48, 52, 48
b 4, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 1.8, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9

 13  WE18  For each set of scores in questions 11 and 12, find the mode.
Questions 14 and 15 refer to the following set of scores.
1, 1, 1, 4, 4, 5, 5, 6, 3, 3, 7, 6, 5, 4, 6, 2, 1, 8
 14  MC  The median of the given scores is:

A 1 b 4.5 c 4
d 5 E 8

 15  MC  The mode of the given scores is:
A 5 b 6 c 4
d 3 E 1

UndErSTAndinG

 16 A third Year 8 group had the following results in the same test as in question 6:  
5, 7, 8, 4, 6, 8, 5, 9, 8.
a What is the average score of this group, correct to 1 decimal place?
b What must a tenth student (who was originally absent) score to bring this group’s 

average to 7?
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 17 A survey of the number of occupants in each house 
in a street gave the following data: 
2, 5, 1, 6, 2, 3, 2, 4, 1, 2, 0, 2, 3, 2, 4, 5, 4, 2, 3, 4. 
Prepare a frequency distribution table with an x × f 
column and use it to fi nd the average number of 
people per household.

 18 The mean of 5 scores is 7.2.
a What is the sum of the scores?
b If four of the scores are 9, 8, 7 and 5, what is the 

fi fth?
 19  WE19  Over 10 matches, a soccer team scored the following number of goals: 

2, 3, 1, 0, 4, 5, 2, 3, 3, 4.
a What was the most common number of goals scored?
b What was the median number of goals scored?
c In this case, does the mode or the median give a score that shows a typical 

performance?
 20 Here are Tiger Woods’s scores (numbers of strokes) hole by hole for the fi rst 9 holes of 

a major golf tournament.

Hole number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Score 4 4 3 2 4 3 3 2 4

a How many strokes were most commonly hit?
b What was his median score?
c As Woods prepares to tee off towards the next hole, how many strokes could 

the crowd expect him to take to complete the hole? Discuss factors which could 
infl uence the outcome.

 21 The following scores represent the number of museli bars sold in a school canteen each 
day over two weeks:
54, 64, 51, 58, 56, 59, 10, 34, 48, 56.
a Calculate the mean.
b Calculate the median.
c Calculate the mode.
d Which of the mean, median or mode best represents a typical day’s sales in the 

school canteen? Explain.
 22 A small business pays the following annual wages (in thousands of dollars) to its 

employees: 
18, 18, 18, 18, 26, 26, 26, 40, 80.
a What is the mode of the distribution?
b What is the median wage?
c What is the mean wage?
d Which measure would you expect the employee’s union to use in wage 

negotiations?
e Which might the boss use in such negotiations?

doc-2166doc-2166doc-2166
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rEASoninG

 23 Find fi ve numbers that have a mean of 10 and a median of 12.
 24 The mean of 5 different test scores is 15. What are the largest and smallest possible 

test scores, given that the median is 12? All test scores are whole numbers. Justify your 
answer.

 25 The mean of 5 different test scores is 10. What are the largest and smallest possible 
values for the median? All test scores are whole numbers. Justify your answer.

 26 The mean of 9 different test scores that are whole numbers percentage is 85. The 
median is 80. What is the greatest possible range between the highest and lowest 
possible test scores? Justify your answer.

problEm SolvinG

 27 The data at right show the number of hours Year 8 students used a computer 
in a particular week.
a Calculate the mean, median and mode.
b What do you notice about the value of the mean compared with the 

median?
c What do you notice about the value of the mean compared with the mode?
d Which is the best indicator of the centre of the data set?

 28 Identify the mean, median and mode in the following paragraph:

It was an amazing game of cricket today. The winning team hit more sixes 
than any other number of runs. This meant that, even though the middle value 
of runs per over was 3, the sixes brought the average up to about fi ve runs 
per over. What an incredible game!

 29 Calculate the mean number of DVDs presented in this 
frequency table, using the median of each interval as 
the x-value for the interval.

 30 Calculate the mean number of calls made on mobile 
phones in the month shown in this graph.

0
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2
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1500 160 170 180 200190
Number of calls

Monthly mobile phone calls

Number of 
DVDs (  x)

Frequency 
(      f  )

1–15  3
16–30  9
31–45  8
46–60 11
61–75 10
76–90 14
91–105 15
106–120 18

5, 3, 6, 7, 3, 5, 2, 5, 2, 3, 6, 7
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12.6 Measures of spread
 • In analysing a set of scores, it is helpful to see not only how the scores tend to cluster, or 

how the middle of the set looks, but also how they spread or scatter.
 • Two classes may have the same average mark, but the spread of scores may differ 

considerably.

Range
 • The range of a set of scores is the difference between the highest and lowest scores.

Find the range of the following sets of data.
a 7, 3, 5, 2, 1, 6, 9, 8    b x 7 8 9 10

f 1 3 5 2

THinK WriTE

a 1 Obtain the highest and lowest values. a Highest value = 9
Lowest value = 1

2 Defi ne the range. Range = highest value − lowest value

3 Substitute the known values into the 
rule.

 = 9 − 1

4 Evaluate.  = 8
5 Answer the question. The set of values has a range of 8.

b 1 Obtain the highest and lowest values.
Note: Consider the values only, not 
the frequencies.

b Highest value = 10
Lowest value = 7

2 Defi ne the range. Range = highest value − lowest value
 = 10 − 7
 = 3

3 Substitute the known values into the rule.

4 Evaluate.

5 Answer the question. The frequency distribution table data 
have a range of 3.

 • Although the range identifi es both the lowest and highest scores, the spread of the scores 
within the range is frequently not uniform.

Skewness
 • The mean and median are measures of centre.
 • They represent typical values around which the data are centred.
 • In a symmetrical distribution, values of the mean, median and 

mode are very close, and any of these measures could be 
used to describe a ‘central’ value of the data set.

 • In reality, not many data sets have a symmetrical distribution; 
they are said to be skewed.

 • Consider the graph that has been drawn at right. This graph is 
symmetrical, and we can see that the mean, median and mode 
are all equal to 3.
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 • The majority of scores are clustered around the mean. 
This is an example of a normal distribution.

 • The second graph shows a data set in which the scores are 
not clustered and there are two modes at either end of the 
distribution. In this example, although it is still symmetrical 
there are two modes, 1 and 5, while the mean and 
median are still 3.

The fi gure at right shows the distribution of a set of 
scores on an exam.
a Is the graph symmetrical?
b What is the mode?
c  Can the mean and median be seen from the graph 

and, if so, what are their values?

THinK WriTE

a Consider the columns either side of the middle. If they are 
equal, then the graph is symmetrical.

a The graph is 
symmetrical.

b Look for the score or scores that occur the most often. b Mode = 17 and 19

c Since the graph is symmetrical, the middle score will be 
the mean and the median.

c Mean = 18
Median = 18

 • When a graph is not symmetrical, the mean and median 
cannot be easily seen from the graph.

 • Consider the graph at right where the scores are gathered 
to the lower end of the distribution.

 • The way in which the data are gathered to one end of the 
distribution is called the skewness.

 • When a greater number of scores are 
distributed at the lower end of the 
distribution, the data are said to be 
positively skewed.

 • Similarly, when most of the scores 
are distributed at the upper end, the 
data are said to be negatively skewed, 
as shown at right.
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The distribution at right shows the results of the 
Mathematics exam at a certain school.
a What is the modal class?
b Describe the skewness of the data set.

THinK WriTE

a Locate the modal class by considering 
which class occurs most often. Which 
column is the largest?

a Modal class = 81 − 90

b Observe where the majority of data are 
located. In this case it is at the upper end of 
the distribution.

b The data are negatively skewed.

 • There are many reasons why a data set may be skewed.
 • In the case of an exam, an easier exam may lead to negatively skewed data with more 

students obtaining a higher mark, while a more diffi cult exam may lead to more students 
at the lower end of the distribution and hence the data will be positively skewed.

 • The skewness of a distribution is also evident in 
other graphical forms.

 • This stem plot shows the data concentrated towards the upper end 
of the distribution, making the data set negatively skewed.

 • The distribution of this dot plot is concentrated towards the lower end, 
making it positively skewed.

 • It is also possible to see the skewness of a distribution 
from a frequency table.
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Number of pets
3210 4 5

Children per 
household Frequency

0 4
1 5
2 7
3 3
4 0
5 1
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 • This frequency table produced in Worked example 9 shows that the distribution of 
children per household is positively skewed, with the scores being concentrated at the 
lower end of the distribution.

 • The histogram displaying the data also confi rms this.

Exercise 12.6 Measures of spread 
individUAl pATHWAyS

⬛ prAcTiSE
Questions:
1, 2a, c, 3–8, 10

⬛ conSolidATE
Questions:
1, 2b, d, 3–10, 12, 14, 15

⬛ mASTEr
Questions:
1, 2d, 3–5, 7–9, 10–16

FlUEncy

1 WE20a  Find the range of the following scores.
a 5, 5, 7, 12, 13   b 28, 13, 17, 21, 18, 17, 14
c 2, 52, 46, 52, 48, 52, 48 d 4, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 1.8, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9

2 WE20b  Find the range of the following sets of data.
a x 6 7 8 9 10

f 1 5 10 7 3

b x 1 2 3 4 5 6

f 7 9 6 8 10 10

c x 5 10 15 20

f 1 5 10 7

d x 110 111 112 113 114

f 2 2 2 3 3

 3 WE21  The following fi gure shows the distribution 
of a set of scores.
a Is the graph symmetrical?
b What is the mode?
c Can the mean and median be seen from the 

graph and, if so, what are their values?

 4 Consider the following distribution.
a Are the data symmetrical?
b What is the modal class?
c Can the mean and median be seen from the 

graph and, if so, what are their values?

⬛ ⬛ ⬛ Individual pathway interactivity int-4455 

doc-6994doc-6994doc-6994

rEFlEcTion
Could a distribution be symmetrical 
and have three modes?
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 5  WE22  Consider the distribution shown at right.
a What is the modal class?
b Describe the skewness of the distribution.

 6 The table below shows the number of goals scored by a netball 
team throughout a season.

Number of goals Frequency

1–10 13

11–20 16

21–30 27

31–40 33

41–50 31

a Draw a frequency histogram of the data.
b Describe the data set in terms of its skewness.

 7  MC  The distribution represented by the graph at  
right is:
A positively skewed
b negatively skewed
c symmetrical
d normally distributed
E none of the above.

UndErSTAndinG

 8 Consider the stem plots below.
a Key: 1 | 5 = 15

Stem Leaf

1 1 2 7 8 9

2 2 8

3 1 3 7 9

4 0 1 2 6

 b Key: 24 | 7 = 247

Stem Leaf

24 2 7

25 2 4 6 6 8

26 0 1 3 5 9

28 5 6 6 8

 c Key: 17 | 4 = 174

Stem Leaf

15 6 2 4

16 8 6 1 3 9

17 0 2 1 8 6 7 3 4

18 4 1 5 2 7 1

For each stem plot:
 i give the range
ii describe the skewness of the distribution.

 9 Describe the skewness of the distribution in this dot plot.
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 10 The table below shows the number of goals scored by a soccer team throughout a 
season.

Number of goals Frequency
0 5
1 7
2 7
3 7
4 7
5 5

a Show this information in a frequency histogram.
b Are the data symmetrical?
c What is the mode?
d Can the mean and median be seen for this distribution and, if so, what are their values?

 11 A movie is shown at 30 cinemas across Melbourne on its opening day. The number of 
people attending at each cinema is shown in the table below.

Number of people Frequency
1–50 3

51–100 2
101–150 6
151–200 9
201–250 10

a Present the data in a frequency histogram.
b Are the data symmetrical?
c What is the modal class?
d Describe the skewness of the distribution and explain possible reasons for the 

skewness.

rEASoninG

 12 Year 10 students at Merrigong High School sit exams in Science and Maths. The 
results are shown in the table below.

Mark
Number of students 

(Science)
Number of students 

(Maths)
51–60 7 6
61–70 10 7
71–80 8 12
81–90 8 9
91–100 2 6

a Is either distribution symmetrical?
b If either distribution is not symmetrical, state whether it is positively or negatively 

skewed.
c Discuss the possible reasons for any skewness.
d State the modal class of each distribution.
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 13 Draw an example of a graph that is:
a symmetrical
b positively skewed with one mode
c negatively skewed with two modes.

problEm SolvinG

 14 The mean of the following values is 4.1.
x, (x + 1), (x − 4), (x + 2), (x − 2), (x − 1), x, (x − 5), (x + 3), (x − 3)
a Find x.
b What is the median?
c What is the mode?
d Discuss the skewness or otherwise of the distribution.

 15 Consider a set of values with a mean of 15 and a median of 15.5. 
a If another number is added that has the effect of lowering the mean to 14.9, what 

happens to the median? Give reasons for your answer.
b If another number is added that has the effect of raising the mean to 15.1, what 

happens to the median? Give reasons for your answer.
 16 A data set containing 9 pieces of data has a highest value of b and a range of a. The 

mean is m.
a If another value, (m + 1), is added to the data set, by how much is the value of the 

mean increased? 
b What is the new range if (m + 1) > b?

12.7 Analysing data
 • You are now armed with the skills to calculate measures of centre and spread for a data 

set, and to construct and analyse various forms of graphs.
 • It must be remembered that most of the data we analyse are the results of surveys 

conducted on samples of the population.
 • It is appropriate, then, that we consider data collected from a survey in light of the 

population from which the sample originated.
 • To understand what information the data give, and perhaps to draw conclusions from it, 

we must appreciate what each statistical measure does.

Statistical measures Definition and purpose

Mode The most common score or category. It tells us nothing about 
the rest of the data. Data may have no mode, one mode or 
more than one mode.

Median The score in the exact middle of the values placed in 
numerical order. It tells us nothing about the rest of the data. It 
is unaffected by exceptionally large or small scores.

Mean The sum of all the scores divided by the number of scores. It is 
affected by exceptionally large or small scores.

Range The difference between the highest score and the lowest score. It 
shows how far the scores are spread apart. It is particularly useful 
when combined with the mean or the median.
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Explain which statistical measure is referred to in these statements.
a The majority of people surveyed prefer Activ-8 sports drink.
b The ages of fans at the Rolling Stones concert varied from 8 to 80.
c The average Australian family has 2.5 children.

THinK WriTE

a 1 Write the statement and highlight 
the key word(s).

a The majority of people surveyed prefer 
Activ-8 sports drink.

2 Relate the highlighted word 
to one of the statistical measures.

Majority implies most, which refers to 
the mode.

3 Answer the question. This statement refers to the mode.

b 1 Write the statement and highlight 
the key word(s).

b The ages of fans at the Rolling Stones 
concert varied from 8 to 80.

2 Relate the highlighted word 
to one of the statistical measures.

The statement refers to the range of fans’ 
ages at the concert.

3 Answer the question. This statement refers to the range.

c 1 Write the statement and highlight 
the key word(s).

c The average Australian family has 
2.5 children.

2 Relate the highlighted word to 
one of the statistical measures.

The statement deals with surveying 
the population (census) and fi nding 
out how many children are in each 
family.

3 Answer the question. This statement refers to the mean.

Using sample properties to predict those of the population
 • Once survey data has been collated and analysed, we can use the data set to predict the 

characteristics of the population from which it was taken. Consider this example.

The 153 students in Year 8 all sat for a 10-question multiple-choice test as a 
practice test for an upcoming exam. A random sample of the results of 42 of the 
students gave this distribution.

Score (x) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Frequency (  f ) 2 3 6 7 11 8 4 0 0 1

a Calculate the mean mark.
b Determine the median mark.
c Give the modal mark.
d Which measure of centre best represents the data?
e Describe the distribution.
 f  Comment on any prediction about the properties of the population from this 

sample.

WorKEd EXAmplE 23WorKEd EXAmplE 23WorKEd EXAmplE 23
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THinK WriTE

a Add a third column to the table to 
calculate the total of all the marks. 
Use the total to then calculate the 
mean.

a Mark(x) Frequency( f ) f × x
1 2 2
2 3 6
3 6 18
4 7 28
5 11 55
6 8 48
7 4 28
8 0 0
9 0 0

10 1 10
Total 42 195

Mean = Total of all scores
Number of scores

              =  
195
42

            =   4.6
b The median is the score in the 

middle, i.e. the 
42 + 1

2
th score —  

the average of the 21st and 22nd 
score. Add a cumulative frequency 
column to the original frequency 
distribution. (Find the total 
frequency at that point for each 
mark.) Look in the cumulative 
frequency column to see where the 
21st and 22nd scores lie.

b
Mark 

(x)
Frequency 

(f)
Cumulative 
frequency

1 2 2

2 3 2 + 3 = 5

3 6 5 + 6 = 11

4 7 11 + 7 = 18

5 11 18 + 11 = 29

6 8 29 + 8 = 37

7 4 37 + 4 = 41

8 0 41 + 0 = 41

9 0 41 + 0 = 41

10 1 41 + 1 = 42

Total 42 42

The 21st and 22nd scores are both 5.
The median is 5.

c The modal mark is the one that 
occurs most frequently. Look for the 
one with the highest frequency.

c The mode is 5.
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d Compare the results for the mean, 
median and mode. Look for 
similarities and differences.

d The mean is 4.6, the median is 5 and 
the mode is 5. It seems that any of these 
measures of centre would be appropriate 
to use as a measure of centre of the data. 
However, check the outlier of 10. When 
the outlier is disregarded, the mean is 
calculated to be 185 ÷ 41 = 4.5. It seems 
that the outlier in this case does not have 
a great effect on the mean. So, the mean, 
median or mode could be used as a 
measure of the centre of the data.

e Look for skewness of the data. e The score of 10 seems to be an outlier. 
It is most likely not due to a recording 
error. The remaining scores form a 
cluster towards the lower end of the data 
set, indicating that the distribution is 
positively skewed.

f Consider whether these results from 
the sample would refl ect those of 
the population.

f It seems likely that these results would 
refl ect those of the whole population. 
The sample is random, and of suffi cient 
size. The outlier of 10 indicates that there 
would be a few students with full marks, 
and at least half the students passed the 
test.

Exercise 12.7 Analysing data
individUAl pATHWAyS

⬛ prAcTiSE
Questions:
1–6, 10, 12, 14

⬛ conSolidATE
Questions:
1–6, 12–14

⬛ mASTEr
Questions:
1–16

FlUEncy

 1  WE23  Explain which statistical measure is referred to in these statements.
a There was a 15 °C temperature variation during the day.
b Children at this school are absent 3.4 days 

per semester, on average.
c Most often you have to pay $79.95 for those 

sports shoes.
d The average Australian worker earns about 

$470 per week.
e A middle-income family earns about 

$35  000 per annum.

⬛ ⬛ ⬛ Individual pathway interactivity int-4456 

rEFlEcTionrEFlEcTionrEFlEcTion
Why are measuresWhy are measuresWhy are measures of centre of centre of centre 
important statistical measures for important statistical measures for important statistical measures for 
businesses?businesses?businesses?
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 2  WE24  This frequency table shows the results of a random sample of 15 students (from 
a class of 30) who sat for a 10-question multiple-choice test.

Score (x) Frequency ( f )

4 1

5 2

6 5

7 4

8 3

Total 15

a Calculate the mean mark.
b Determine the median mark.
c Give the modal mark.
d Which measure of centre best represents the data?
e Describe the distribution.
f Comment on any prediction of properties of the population from this sample.

 3 Consider the following frequency distribution tables.
a 

x 1 2 3 4 5

f 4 3 2 1 0

 b 
x 6 7 8 9 10

f 2 8 3 4 2

For each one:
 i calculate the mean score to 1 decimal place
 ii determine the median score
iii give the modal score
iv indicate which measure of centre best describes the distribution
 v describe the skewness of the distribution.

 4 Consider the following frequency stem plots.
a Key: 1 | 0 = 10

Stem Leaf

1 0 2

2 1 3 3 5

3

4 4

 b Key: 10 | 0 = 100

Stem Leaf

10 0

11 0 2 2 2

12 0 4 6 6

13 3

For each one:
 i calculate the mean score to 1 decimal place
 ii determine the median score
iii give the modal score
iv indicate which measure of centre best describes the distribution
 v describe the skewness of the distribution.
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 5 a 

10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
 

b 

7978 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

For each one:
 i calculate the mean score to 1 decimal place
 ii determine the median score
iii give the modal score
iv indicate which measure of centre best describes the distribution
 v describe the skewness of the distribution.

UndErSTAndinG

 6 A survey of the number of people in each house in a street produced these data: 
2, 5, 1, 6, 2, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 4, 3, 1, 2, 2, 0, 2, 4.
a Prepare a frequency distribution table with an f × x column 

and use it to find the average (mean) number of people per 
household, correct to 1 decimal place.

b Draw a dot plot of the data and use it to find the median 
number per household.

c Find the modal number per household.
d Which of the measures would be most useful to:

 i a real estate agent renting out houses?
 ii a government population survey?
iii an ice-cream mobile vendor?

 7 The contents of 20 packets of matches were counted after 
random selection and the following numbers obtained:  
138, 139, 139, 141, 137, 140, 137, 141, 139, 142, 140, 141, 141, 139, 141, 138, 139, 
140, 141, 138.
a Compile a frequency distribution table, including  

an f × x column.
b Find the mode, median and mean of the distribution. 

Give answers correct to 1 decimal place where 
necessary.

c Which of the 3 measures best supports the 
manufacturer’s claim that there are 140 matches 
per box?

d Display the data as a combined histogram and 
frequency polygon.

 8 A class of 26 students had a median mark of 54 in Mathematics; however, no-one 
actually obtained this result.
a Explain how this is possible.
b Explain how many must have scored below 54.

 9 A soccer team had averaged 2.6 goals per match 
after 5 matches. After their sixth match, the 
average had dropped to 2.5. How many goals 
did they score in that latest match?
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 10 A tyre manufacturer selects 48 tyres at random from the production line for testing. 
The total distance travelled during the safe life of each tyre is shown in the table.

Distance in km (’000) 82 78 56 52 50 46

Number of tyres 2 4 10 16 12 4

a Calculate the mean, median and mode.
b Recalculate the mean with the 6 longest-lasting tyres removed. By how much is it 

lowered?
c If you selected a tyre at random, what tyre life would it most likely have?
d In a production run of 10  000 tyres, how many could be expected to last for a 

maximum of 50  000 km?
e As the manufacturer, for what distance would you be prepared to guarantee your 

tyres? Why?

rEASoninG

 11 At a preview cinema session, the ages of the viewers were recorded and displayed in a 
stem-and-leaf plot (at right). For these data, fi nd the:
a range
b mean
c median
d mode.

 12 Create a data set that fi ts each of the following descriptions.
a Five data values with a mean of 3 and a mode of 3
b Five data values with a mean of 3 and a mode of 4
c Five data values with a mean of 3 and a median of 2

problEm SolvinG

 13 Read the following paragraph and explain what statistics are represented and what they 
mean.

It’s been an exciting day at the races today. There was a record fast time of 38 seconds, 
and also a record slow time of 4 minutes and 52 seconds. We had an unbelievable 
number of people who ran the race in exactly 1 minute. Despite this, the average time 
was well over 2 minutes, due to the injury of a few runners.

 14 Write a story to represent the following statistics: mean = 45.6, median = 34, 
mode = 24 and range = 58.

 15 The number of goals a netballer scored in the 12 games of a season was as follows: 
1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 8, 12. A local newspaper reporter asked the netballer what his 
average was for the season.
a Which measure of centre (mean, median or mode) should the netballer give the 

reporter as his ‘average’ so that the value of the average is as high as possible?
b Which measure of centre would you choose to best describe the ‘average’  number 

of goals the netballer scored each game? Why?

Key: 1 | 6 = 16 years

Stem Leaf

1 5 6 7 7 8 9 9

2 1 2 4 8 8

3 0 1 1 1 5

4 2 3

5 3

doc-7012doc-7012doc-7012
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Link to assessON for 
questions to test your 
readiness FOR learning, 
your progress AS you learn and your 
levels OF achievement.

assessON provides sets of questions 
for every topic in your course, as well 
as giving instant feedback and worked 
solutions to help improve your mathematical 
skills. 

www.assesson.com.au

Review 
questions
Download the Review 
questions document 
from the links found in 
your eBookPLUS.

ONLINE ONLY  12.8 Review
The Maths Quest Review is available in a customisable format 
for students to demonstrate their knowledge of this topic.

The Review contains:
• Fluency questions — allowing students to demonstrate the 

skills they have developed to ef� ciently answer questions 
using the most appropriate methods

• Problem Solving questions — allowing students to 
demonstrate their ability to make smart choices, to model 
and investigate problems, and to communicate solutions 
effectively.

A summary of the key points covered and a concept 
map summary of this topic are available as digital 
documents.

int-2759int-2759int-2759

int-2760int-2760int-2760

int-3191int-3191int-3191

LanguageLanguageLanguage

biasbiasbias
censuscensuscensus
class intervalsclass intervalsclass intervals
closed questionclosed questionclosed question
column graphcolumn graphcolumn graphcolumn graphcolumn graphcolumn graph
datadatadata
displaying datadisplaying datadisplaying data
frequency tablesfrequency tablesfrequency tables
meanmeanmean

measure of centremeasure of centremeasure of centre
measure of spreadmeasure of spreadmeasure of spreadmeasure of spreadmeasure of spreadmeasure of spread
medianmedianmedian
modemodemode
normal distributionnormal distributionnormal distribution
open questionopen questionopen question
organising dataorganising dataorganising data
outlieroutlieroutlier
populationpopulationpopulation

primary source of dataprimary source of dataprimary source of data
questionnairequestionnairequestionnairequestionnairequestionnairequestionnaire
randomrandomrandom
rangerangerange
representative datarepresentative datarepresentative datarepresentative datarepresentative datarepresentative data
samplesamplesample
secondary source of datasecondary source of datasecondary source of data
skewedskewedskewed

www.jacplus.com.au

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

Link to SpyClass, an exciting 
online game combining a 
comic book–style story with 
problem-based learning in 
an immersive environment.

Join Jesse, Toby and Dan and help 
them to tackle some of the world’s 
most dangerous criminals by using the 
knowledge you’ve gained through your 
study of mathematics. 

www.spyclass.com.au
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<invESTiGATion> For ricH TASK or <STATiSTicS And probAbiliTy> For pUZZlE

ricH TASK

invESTiGATion

Analysing the English language
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The following table displays the letter distribution and the value of each letter tile in the game 
of Scrabble.

1 Which letters are most common in Scrabble and which are least common?
2 What do you notice about the relationship between the number of tiles used for each letter and 

their letter score?

The following passage about 
newspapers and magazines is taken 
from an English textbook.
3 Complete a frequency table for the 

distribution of letters in this passage.
4 How do the results from this frequency 

table compare with the results from the 
Scrabble game’s frequency table?

Knowing which letters in the English 
language are most common can be 
very helpful when we are trying to 
solve coded messages. The following 
paragraph is written in code.
Tnlmktebt bl ehvtmxw bg max lhnmaxkg axfbliaxkx tgw bl
ftwx ni hy lbq lmtmxl tgw mph mxkkbmhkbxl. Max vtibmte hy
Tnlmktebt bl Vtguxkkt.
5 Study the coded message carefully. Use an appropriate method to decode the message.
6 Explain the strategies you used to decode the message.
7 Using different codes, write your own messages on a separate page and test them on your classmates.

Newspapers and magazines are produced for different  
 categories of readers. These are known as the ‘target audience’. 
Particular groups of readers buy certain types of newspapers and magazines 
because these publications have content which interests them as a reader. 
Magazines and newspapers cover different types of news; for example, a 
local paper contains information on local issues whereas a magazine like 
Movie has all the latest news on �lms and �lm stars. General newspapers 
like The Age and The Australian try to appeal to a broader audience by 
including sections on various topics such as sport, business and property.

Who reads news?
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<invESTiGATion> For ricH TASK or <STATiSTicS And probAbiliTy> For pUZZlE

codE pUZZlE

STATiSTicS And probAbiliTy

An important discovery 
in 1921
Complete the frequency table for the number of hours of television
watched per week by a group of people. The completed table will
give the puzzle’s answer code.

10 5 3 108 8 10 5 108 3 13 11 10 5 1 12 13

1 2 13 4 1 7 13 5 1 6 17 11 10 4 9 13 1 13 3

12, 41, 20, 34, 6,

50, 0, 28, 15, 30,

25, 20, 39, 23, 16,

11, 34, 5, 35, 23,

22, 44, 20, 28, 12,

40, 7, 38, 16, 33,

14, 51, 29, 8, 24,

24, 10, 27, 35, 20,

25, 16, 30, 0, 47, 15, 49, 25, 11,

57, 33, 8, 27, 38, 15, 23, 51, 21, 37, 7, 52, 21, 15,

42, 13, 37, 6, 54, 17, 13, 43, 26, 17, 36, 3, 24, 61, 18, 

60, 14, 34, 21, 25, 43, 2, 32, 41, 21, 32, 26, 12, 53, 9,

45, 17, 47, 6, 24, 26, 45, 15, 63, 10, 34, 65, 19, 58, 21

Number of hours Tally

Hours of TV watched per week

Total

Frequency

0–4 = A

5–9 = B

10–14 = D

15–19 = E

20–24 = F

25–29 = H

30–34 = I

35–39 = L

40–44 = M

45–49 = N

50–54 = O

55–59 = R

60–64 = S

65–69 = T

= U
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 Activities
12.2 Samples and populations
digital docs
• Investigation (doc-2473) Bias
• Investigation (doc-2167) Collecting data 

for surveys and questionnaires
• Investigation (doc-7013) Data and the Olympics
• Spreadsheet (doc-7106) Data and the Olympics
interactivities
• Random numbers (int-0089)
• IP interactivity 12.2 (int-4451) Samples and populations

12.3 primary and secondary data
interactivity
• IP interactivity 12.3 (int-4452) Primary and 

secondary data

12.4 organising and displaying data
digital docs
• SkillSHEET (doc-6989) Presenting 

data in a frequency table
• Spreadsheet (doc-2183) Histograms 

and frequency polygons
• WorkSHEET 12.1 (doc-7005)
interactivity
• IP interactivity 12.4 (int-4453) Organising and 

displaying data

12.5 measures of centre
digital docs
• SkillSHEET (doc-6991) Finding the 

mean of ungrouped data
• SkillSHEET (doc-6992) Arranging a 

set of data in ascending order

• SkillSHEET (doc-6993) Finding the median
• SkillSHEET (doc-6995) Finding the score in 

a data set that occurs most frequently
• Investigation (doc-2166) How many red M&Ms?
• Spreadsheet (doc-2184) Mean
• Spreadsheet (doc-2185) Median
• Spreadsheet (doc-2187) Mode
interactivities
• Measures of centre (int-2362)
• IP interactivity 12.5 (int-4454) Measures of centre

12.6 measures of spread
digital doc
• SkillSHEET (doc-6994) Finding the middle 

score for data arranged in a dot plot
interactivity
• IP interactivity 12.6 (int-4455) Measures of spread

12.7 Analysing data
digital doc
• WorkSHEET 12.2 (doc-7012)
interactivity
• IP interactivity 12.7 (int-4456) Analysing data

12.8 review
interactivities
• Word search (int-2759)
• Crossword (int-2760)
• Sudoku (int-3191)
digital docs
• Topic summary (doc-10763)
• Concept map (doc-10776)
• Topic review (Word doc-14944, PDF doc-14945)

To access ebookplUS activities, log on to www.jacplus.com.au
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12.2 Samples and populations
 1 Census, sample
 2 Census — every member of the population participates.
 3 Survey
 4 a Survey
  b Survey
  c Census
  d Survey
 5 a Survey
  b Census
  c Census
  d Survey
 6 Open questions have no boundaries for response. Closed 

questions require answers to fall within a category. A variety of 
examples is possible.

 7 A variety of categorical responses is suitable; check with your 
teacher.

 8 A variety of categorical responses is suitable; check with your 
teacher.

 9 a This is a personal question.
  b  This question is vague. Define what is meant by ‘exercise’ 

and ‘regularly’.
  c What do the abbreviations stand for?
  d What is the Premier’s policy on wildlife preservation?
  e  Is this question capable of being answered?  

What is a ‘foot’?
  f This is a double-barrelled question.
    Check with your teacher for alternative wording of questions.
 10 Generally only those people with strong points of view 

participate in telephone surveys. This type of sample is often not 
representative of the whole population. The high telephone cost 
for the response is also a deterrent to responding.

 11 Check with your teacher.
 12 A variety of answers is available here.
  a  Typically, the choir members would not be the ones using the 

pool. The sample is biased.
  b  These people may or may not know about the PM’s health-

care package. In any case, the sample is biased as it is not 
truly representative of the population.

  c  If the visitors had just arrived at the airport, they would not 
have had time to experience the transport system into the city. 
The sample is biased.

  d This sample size is far too small.
 13 A variety of answers is possible.
 14 22, 30, 49, 3, 14 is one possible solution.
 15 a 94, 1, 54
  b 60, 47, 33, 43
  c 25, 49, 10
 16 D
 17 Discuss this question as a class.

Challenge 12.1
6

12.3 Primary and secondary data
 1 These are simply examples of simulations that could be 

conducted.
  a  A coin could be flipped (Heads representing ‘True’ and Tails 

representing ‘False’).

  b  A coin could be flipped (Heads representing ‘red’ and Tails 
representing ‘black’).

  c  Spinner with 4 equal sectors (each sector representing a 
different toy)

  d Roll a die (each face represents a particular person).
  e  Spinner with 3 equal sectors (each one representing a 

particular meal)
  f  Spinner with 5 equal sectors (each one representing a 

particular destination)
  g  Spinner with 5 sectors, one with an angle size of 120° and 

four with an angle size of 60° (each one representing a 
particular fast food)

 2 Answers will vary, but some possible suggestions  
include:

  Which students have internet access at home?
  Do the students need access at night?
  What hours would be suitable?
  How many would make use of this facility?
 3 Check with your teacher.
 4 Answers will vary, but some possible suggestions  

include:
  a  Census, survey, questionnaire, interview, observation, 

experiment, on-line response
  b  i Measurement
    ii Observation
   iii Newspaper recordings
   iv Survey
 5–7   Check with your teacher.
 8 The claim is false. It is not a logical deduction.
 9 Check with your teacher.
 10 Check with your teacher.

 11 Sealy Posturepremier: 40% off (
1000
2499

 × 100%)

  Sealy Posturepedic: 41% off (
1600
3899

 × 100%)

  Sleepmaker Casablanca: 40% off (
800
1999

 × 100%)

  Sleepmaker Umbria: 42% off (
1800
4299

 × 100%)

  True; the discount is at least 40% off these beds.
 12 A sample from one Year group only will not give an indication of 

the preferences of the whole school. He should ask students from 
all year levels.

 13 Answers will vary, but some possible suggestions include:
  Primary data: She could visit each of the institutions in turn 

either in person or on-line.
  Secondary data: She could seek advice from friends and 

colleagues. She could enlist the help of a mortgage broker or 
similar professional.

 14 Answers will vary, but some possible suggestions include:
  a  The most watched channel and the time slot with highest 

viewing ratings
  b  Conduct a survey in a supermarket to establish the typical 

customer for her product
  c  Yes. If the typical customer was a five-year-old child, there 

would be little point in advertising during the 6 o’clock news, 
even though that time slot may have the highest rating on the 
most watched channel.

Answers
Topic 12 Representing and interpreting data
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12.4 Organising and displaying data
 1 a  The sample is random and is of sufficient size, so calculations 

from the data could be considered reliable.
  b 

x Frequency

0 5

1 8

2 13

3 7

4 5

5 2

Total 40

  c 

4

6

10

12

14

2

0

8

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

Number of children
0 1 2 3 4 5

x

Number of children in 40 households

  d  The data are distributed fairly evenly around 2 children per 
household, and there appear to be no outliers. The graph 
clearly shows a maximum at 2 children per household.

  e  The sample is a random one, and of sufficient size; we can be 
confident that the suburb also exhibits these same properties.

 2 a i 

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

1 2 3 4 5 6
x

ii  This graph is quite inconsistent, showing no particular trend.

  b i 

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

0
2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18

150 151 152 153 154 155 x

ii  This graph is almost symmetrical, rising to a maximum at 
153, then decreasing.

  c i 

2

3

5

1

0

4

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

50 52 54 56 58 60
x

   ii  This graph is quite unusual. It shows a group of smaller 
values, then a maximum at the upper limit of the data.

 3 a  The sample is a random one, so it seems to be a reliable 
reflection of the population of the portable CD players.

  b 
x Frequency

0 1

1 6

2 8

3 5

4 2

5 3

Total 25

  c  There was only 1 box with no defective CD players. Most 
boxes had only 1, 2 or 3 defective CD players, while 3 boxes 
were found to have 5 defective CD players.

  d  Since the sample was randomly selected, it seems to be a 
reliable reflection of the characteristics of the population. It 
would be reasonably safe to say that most boxes would have 
only 1, 2 or 3 defective CD players.

 4 a 

Scores (Hours of sport played)

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Hours of sport played by
Year 8 students

f

x

  b  The graph rises steadily to a maximum, then falls away 
sharply at the upper end of the data.

  c  This is likely to be a true reflection of the sporting habits 
of Year 8 students. Some do a minimum of only 1 hour per 
week, quite a few do 2, 3 or 4 hours per week, with the 
maximum number doing 5 hours per week. The committed 
sports players would put in 6 or 7 hours per week.

 5 a 

Size of house (m2)

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

f

100 150 200 250 300 350 400

  b  The graph is roughly symmetrical, rising to a maximum at the 
200-m2 to 250-m2 size, then decreasing slowly.

  c  Since this is one block of houses in the suburb, it is 
not a random sample. We often find all the houses in a 
block of a suburb are of similar style. For this reason, 
we could not say it reflects the size of houses in the whole 
suburb.
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 6 a 
Mass of people joining
a weight loss program

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

Mass (kg)

10

8

6

4

2

0

12

60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

  b  The graph is quite symmetrical, rising to a maximum at the 
90-kg to 100-kg mass, then decreasing more rapidly to the 
130-kg mass.

  c  This would most likely not reflect the masses of people in the 
community because these are people who have enrolled in a 
program to lose weight.

 7 a 
Class 

interval
Midpoint 

(class centre) Tally Frequency

5–<10 7.5 |||| |||| | 11

10–<15 12.5 |||| ||||
|||| ||||

19

15–<20 17.5 |||| 5

20–<25 22.5 || 2

25–<30 27.5 ||| 3

Total 40

  b Hours of TV watched
per week

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

0
2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20

7.5 12.517.522.527.5 x

  c  The graph is heavily weighted towards the lower end of the 
scale, with most people watching fewer than 15 hours of TV 
per week. There were 3 people who watched almost 30 hours 
of TV per week.

  d  Since these people were interviewed in a shopping centre, the 
sample is not a random one. It could not therefore be taken to 
reflect the viewing habits of the community.

 8 a 
Test results Frequency

2 2

3 2

4 2

5 3

6 6

7 5

8 7

9 3

Total 30

  b 
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Score

x

Test results

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

  c  Most Year 8 students achieved a score of about 5 to 9. There 
were 6 students who received less than 5. This is probably a 
typical spread of marks for a multiple-choice test.

 9 a Hours of sleep Frequency

6 1

61
2

2

7 3

71
2

3

8 7

81
2

2

9 2

Total 20

  b 

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Number of hours’ sleep

x

f Number of hours sleep
on school nights

6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

  c  The histogram peaks sharply at the 8-hours sleep mark, 
indicating that generally, Year 8 students get 8 hours of sleep 
per night during the week. Some get less, and a few get more.

  d  It seems likely that these sample results would reflect the 
sleeping habits of Year 8 students generally.

 10 a 
Pocket money ($) Frequency

4 2

5 4

6 3

7 0

8 2

9 0

10 7

11 0

12 0

13 0

14 0

15 2

Total 20
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  b 
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Dollars

x

Weekly amount of pocket money

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

f

  c  The histogram shows no general trend. The maximum is at 
$10, indicating that a popular amount of pocket money is 
$10 per week. Quite a few receive less than this, with only 
2 receiving more.

  d  Since this is a random sample, it is quite likely that these 
results reflect the general population of 13-year-olds when it 
comes to pocket money.

 11 a  Answers will depend on class intervals chosen. An example is 
given.

   Number of visits 
to the cinema Tally

Frequency  
(f )

0–2 |||| |||| ||| 13

3–5 |||| |||| |||| 14

6–8 |||| || 7

 9–11 || 2

Total 36

  b 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

3
0

0 6 9 12

Visits to cinema

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

10
11
12
13
14

  c 13 
  d 23 
  e No. Check with your teacher.
 12 a 

Life time (hours) Frequency

20–<25 16

25–<30 16

30–<35 18

35–<40 25

40–<45 15

45–<50 10

Total 100

  b 25

20

15

10

5

0

20
–<

25

25
–<

30

30
–<

35

35
–<

40

40
–<

45

45
–<

50

Lifetime (hours)

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

Lifetime of torch batteriesf

x

  c  The histogram shows that the majority of torch batteries last 
for about 40 hours. A few last longer than this.

  d  It seems reasonable that the torch battery population would 
display a similar trend.

 13 a 
Class 

interval
Midpoint 

(class centre) Tally Frequency

145–<150 147.5 || 2

150–<155 152.5 |||| 4

155–<160 157.5 |||| || 8

160–<165 162.5 |||| || 7

165–<170 167.5 |||| 5

170–<175 172.5 ||| 3

175–<180 177.5 | 1

Total 30

  b 

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

147.5
152.5

157.5
162.5

Heights of Year 9 students

167.5 177.5
172.5

Heights (cm)

  c Class 
interval

Midpoint 
(class centre) Tally Frequency

145–<148 146.5 | 1

148–<151 149.5 || 2

151–<154 152.5 || 2

154–<157 155.5 |||| 4

157–<160 158.5 |||| 5

160–<163 161.5 |||| 4

163–<166 164.5 ||| 3

166–<169 167.5 |||| 5

169–<172 170.5 || 2

172–<175 173.5 | 1

175–<178 176.5 — 0

178–<181 179.5 | 1

Total 30 
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  d 
Fr

eq
ue

nc
y

0
1
2
3
4
5

146.5
149.5

152.5
155.5

Heights of Year 9 students

158.5 164.5
161.5 167.5

Heights (cm)

170.5
173.5

176.5
179.5

  e  The two histograms represent the same data set, but appear to 
be quite different. The first histogram appears to be roughly 
symmetrical, with a maximum number of students having a 
height about 155 cm to 160 cm. The second histogram has 
two modes, with the most common height for students being 
about 157 cm to 160 cm, or 166 cm to 169 cm. It illustrates 
the fact that the interpretation of a histogram displaying 
grouped data is dependent on the class interval used.

12.5 Measures of centre
 1 26.8
 2 a 4.33 b 7.33 c 36.30 d 6.91
 3 a 18 b 10 c 1.8 goals
 4 C
 5 4.6
 6 Group A: 6.1; Group B: 6.8. Group B has a larger mean.
 7 2.29
 8 7.90
 9 

x f xf

1 4 4

2 5 10

3 4 12

4 2 8

5 1 5

Total 16 39

  Mean = 2.4
 10 80
 11 a 7 b 17
 12 a 48 b 1.8
 13 Question 11:
  a 5
  b 17
  Question 12:
  a 52
  b 1.5, 1.7, 1.8
 14 C
 15 E
 16 a 6.7 b 10
 17 

x f xf

0 1 0

1 2 2

2 7 14

3 3 9

4 4 16

5 2 10

6 1 6

Total 20 57

  Mean = 2.85
 18 a 36 b 7
 19 a 3 b 3 c Both

 20 a 4 b 3
  c  Three strokes. Factors include wind, difficulty of hole, 

performance on the day, and so on.
 21 a 49 b 55 c 56 d Median
 22 a $18 000 b $26 000 c $30 000 d Mean e Mode
 23 One possible answer is 5, 6, 12, 13, 14. If the five numbers are 

in ascending order, the third number must be 12 and the other 
4 numbers must total 38.

 24 Highest score is 49 and lowest score is 0.
  The scores would be 0, 1, 12, 13, 49.
 25 Largest value for median is 15. Scores would be 0, 2, 15, 16, 

17. Smallest value for median is 2. Scores would be 0, 1, 2, a, b, 
where a + b = 47.

 26 43; highest score: 100; lowest score: 57. The scores would be 57, 
77, 78, 79, 80, 97, 98, 99, 100.

 27 a Mean = 4.5; median = 5; modes = 3 and 5
  b The median is higher than the mean.
  c The mean is between the two modal values.
  d  As there are no outliers, the mean is probably the best 

indicator of the centre of the data set.
 28 Mean = 5; median = 3; mode = 6
29 73.45
 30 171

Challenge 12.2
20

12.6 Measures of spread
 1 a 8 b 15 c 50 d 2.5
 2 a 4 b 5 c 15 d 4
 3 a Yes b 8 c Both equal 8.
 4 a No b 31–40 c No
 5 a 4–5 b Negatively skewed

 6 a 

 F
re

qu
en

cy

35
30
25
20
15
10
5

Number of goals

1–
10

11
–2

0
21

–3
0

31
–4

0
41

–5
0

 b Negatively skewed

 7 B
 8 a  i 35
   ii The data are irregular, with no obvious skewness.
  b  i 46
   ii The data are negatively skewed.
  c  i 35
   ii The data are negatively skewed.
 9 This distribution seems to have two outliers — one at 8 and the 

other at 18. If these two scores are disregarded, the remaining 
part of the distribution is almost symmetrical.

 10 a 

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Number of goals
0 1 2 3 4 5

  b Yes
  c 1, 2, 3 and 4 
  d Yes, both equal 2.5.
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 11 a 

 F
re

qu
en

cy

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Number of people

1–
50

51
–1

00
10

1–
15

0
15

1 –
20

0
20

1 –
25

0

  b No
  c 201–250
  d  The distribution is negatively skewed. Reasons could include 

the size of cinemas or the target audience of the movie.
 12 a No
  b Science: positively skewed, Maths: negatively skewed
  c The Science test may have been more difficult.
  d Science: 61–70, Maths: 71–80
 13 Answers will vary. Check with your teacher.
 14 a 5
  b 4.5
  c 5
  d  The data are relatively symmetrical and there is no obvious 

skewness.
 15 a  Lowered
  b Raised
 16 a 0.1
  b m + 1  − b − a

12.7 Analysing data
 1 a Range b Mean c Mode d Mean e Median
 2 a 6.4 b 6 c 6
  d They are all quite close, so any would do.
  e  The distribution is negatively skewed, with more scores 

towards the upper end.
  f  Since these were the results of half the class, and the sample 

was random, it seems likely that the population results would 
be similar.

 3 a  i 2 ii 2 iii 1 iv Mean or median
v Positively skewed

  b i 7.8 ii 7 iii 7 iv Any of the three
v Slightly positively skewed

 4 a i 22.6 ii 23 iii 23 iv Any of the three
v Possibly positively skewed with an outlier at 44

  b i 117.5 ii 116 iii 112 iv Mean
v Symmetrical

 5 a i 4.5 ii 5 iii 5 iv Any of the three
v The distribution is very scattered, with an outlier at 10.

  b i 82.4 ii 82 iii 81 iv Mean or median
v Slightly positively skewed

 6 a 
Score 

(x)
Frequency 

( f )
Freq. × score  

( f × x)

0 1 0

1 3 3

2 6 12

3 3 9

4 3 12

5 1 5

6 1 6

n = 18 Σfx = 47

  b x = 2.6

  c 2
  d i Median  ii Mean iii Mode

 7 a 
Score 

(x)
Frequency 

( f )
Freq. × score  

( f × x)

137 2 274

138 3 414

139 5 695

140 3 420

141 6 846

142 1 142

n = 20 Σfx = 2791

  b 141, 139.5, 139.6 c Mean

  d 

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

137 138 139 140
Number of matches

141 142 x

 8 a  The median was calculated by taking the average of the 
2 middle scores.

  b 13
 9 2
 10 a 55 250 km, 52 000 km, 52 000 km
  b 51 810 km; it is reduced by 3440 km.
  c 52 000 km
  d 2500
  e 50 000 km; 92% last that distance or more.
 11 a 38 years
  b 27 years
  c 26 years
  d 31 years
 12 a Answers will vary. An example is 0, 1, 3, 3, 8.
  b Answers will vary. An example is 0, 1, 4, 4, 6.
  c Answers will vary. An example is 1, 2, 2, 4, 6.
 13 The range was 4 minutes 14 seconds (fastest time of 38 seconds, 

slowest time of 4 minutes 52 seconds). The most common time 
(mode) was 1 minute. The average (mean) time was more than 
2 minutes.

 14 Answers will vary.
 15 a The mean (3.25). The median is 2 and the mode is 1.
   b Answers will vary.

Investigation — Rich task
 1 The letters E, A, I and O are the most common; the letters J, K, 

Q, X and Z are least common.
 2 The more tiles for a letter results in a lower tile score. The less 

tiles for a letter results in a higher tile score.
 3 The frequency distribution table includes the letters in the 

passage heading.

Number of people
in household

3210 4 5 6
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428 Maths Quest 8

STATiSTicS And probAbiliTy

Letter Frequency Letter Frequency

A 61 O 31

B 6 P 23

C 18 Q 0

D 18 R 39

E 73 S 50

F 13 T 34

G 10 U 14

H 14 V 4

I 31 W 11

J 0 X 1

K 3 Y 6

L 18 Z 4

M 10

N 41

 4 Results from both frequency tables show letters J, K, Q, X and 
Z to be the least common. However, while results from the 
scrabble frequency table show letters A, E, I and O to be the most 
common; results from the textbook frequency table show letters 
A, E, I, N, O, R, S and T to be most common.

 5 Australia is located in the southern hemisphere and is made up of 
six states and two territories. The capital of Australia is Canberra.

 6 Teacher to check. Common strategies involve looking for 
common letters and frequently used two- and three-lettered 
words.

 7 Teacher to check.

Code puzzle
Insulin used in the treatment of diabetes
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 ICT activity

How to burglar-
proof your bedroom

Searchlight id: pro-0097

Scenario
As new employees 
of Kidnapper 
Nappers, you and 
your team have been 
asked to design a 
burglar alarm for 
Alvin’s bedroom. 
Alvin is a little tired of 

his younger brother, Michael, going into his bedroom and 
using Alvin’s electronic equipment whenever he chooses. 
Alvin wants a simple alarm installed to deter anyone 
entering his bedroom without permission.

Alvin has asked that both his door and window be 
alarmed as added security.

Your brief is to design the circuitry that will then be built 
by the development team. This will involve:
1.  learning the three basic building blocks of logic — 

NOT, AND and OR — using truth tables
2.  learning the concept of a logic circuit, which consists 

of INPUTS (0’s or 1’s), OUTPUTS (0’s or 1’s) and 
GATES that control the logic

3.  learning how to design a simple burglar alarm to meet 
Alvin’s needs

4.  learning how to design a logic circuit for the alarm 
consisting of a series of INPUTS, GATES and 
OUTPUTS.

This is your team’s fi rst big project and it is very important 
that your presentation is fi rst class.

Task
You will produce a 
PowerPoint presentation to 
be shown to Alvin and your 
manager, clearly explaining 
the features of the circuit 
you have designed, and 
the problems it will solve. 
It is important that you use 
appropriate circuit diagrams 
and terminology.

NOT gate  
A

B
AND gate

A

B
OR gate  Input switch

Output alarm

As your manager understands your inexperience with this 
type of project, he has provided an Interactivity to help 
you understand and also a series of Learning tasks to be 
completed to start your team on its way.

430 Maths Quest 8
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Logic circuit

process
• Open the ProjectsPLUS application for this topic in your 

eBookPLUS. Watch the introductory video lesson, click 
the Start project button and then set up your project 
group. You can complete this project individually or 
invite other members of your class to form a group. 
Save your settings, and the project will be launched.

• Go to your Media centre and fi nd the interactivity Logic 
gates (int-2448) to determine how Logic gates can be used.

• Navigate to your Media Centre. Here you will fi nd a 
series of learning tasks (Worksheets) that will help you 
to complete the project. These must be completed and 
submitted to your teacher before you commence the 
next step.

• Research: Navigate again to your Research forum 
and make notes of important facts and ideas that you 
discover during your research. Enter your fi ndings as 
articles under your topics in the Research forum. Each 

SUGGESTEd 
SoFTWArE
• ProjectsPLUS
• Microsoft 

PowerPoint
• Microsoft Excel

of your team members 
should fi nd at least three 
different sources. You can 
view and comment on other 
group members’ research, 
and rate the information 
they have entered. When 
your research is complete, 
print your Research report 
to hand in to your teacher.

• Visit the Media Centre and download the PowerPoint 
template (alarm template.ppt), to help you prepare your 
presentation. Your Media centre also includes images 
that can help to liven up your presentations.

• Use the Powerpoint template (alarm template.ppt) to 
develop your presentation. Remember that you are trying 
to convince Alvin and your manager that your design and 
proposal will be simple and easy to construct. Make sure 
that you include all the information they requested, and 
that your presentation will grab their attention.

Your ProjectsPLUS application is available in 
this topic’s Student Resources tab inside your 
eBookPLUS. Visit www.jacplus.com.au to locate 
your digital resources. 

icT activity — projects plus 431

LOGIC GATES
Searchlight id: int-2448
Boolean logic is at the heart of the digital age. It 
was developed by George Boole in the 1800s. 
Logic gates are the basic building blocks of a 
digital circuit. Using different combinations of 
these gates, it is possible to implement any 
digital component. Use this interactivity to 
investigate the input and output functions of logic 
gates.

interactivity

MEDIA CENTRE
Your Media Centre contains:
• a Document section with 

worksheets
• a Template section with 

presentation guidelines 
and circuit templates

• some images you can use 
in your presentation

• an assessment rubric.
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